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March 17, 1993

(Notation Vote)

SECY-93-067

For:

The Commissioners

From:

James M. Taylor
Executive Director for Operations

Subject:

FINAL POLICY STATEMENT ON TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
IMPROVEMENTS

Purpose:

To obtain Commission approval to publish a draft Final
Policy Statement on Technical Specifications Improvements
for Nuclear Power Reactors for public comment.

Summary:

This paper discusses the content of a proposed draft Final
Policy Statement on Technical Specifications Improvements
This discussion highlights the
for Nuclear Power Reactors.
differences between the interim Commission Policy Statement
published in February 1987, and the enclosed draft final
(1) a
The major changes include:
Policy Statement.
discussion of the public comments on the interim Policy
Statement; (2) additional discussion of the three original
criteria for defining the scope of Technical Specifications
and addition of a fourth criterion; (3) a discussion of the
application of the regulations on backfitting to the
Technical Specification conversion process; (4) an allowance
for licensees to adopt portions of the improved Standard
Technical Specifications (STS); and (5) a discussion of the
progress made with respect to 10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluation
programs.
The staff recommends that the Commission publish
the enclosed draft final Policy Statement for a 90-day
public comment period. The staff also recommends that the
Commission consider whether a specific solicitation of
comments on the codification of the criteria through
Regardless of the final decision
rulemaking is necessary.
with respect to rulemaking, the staff believes that
NOTE:

Contacts:
Christopher I.

Grimes, NRR

504-1161
Nanette V. Gilles, NRR
504-1180

TO BE MADE PUBLICLY AVAILABLE
WHEN THE FINAL SRM IS MADE
AVAILABLE
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publication of the final Policy Statement, modified to
reflect additional public comments, would be appropriate.

Background:

On February 6, 1987, the Commission published its Interim
Policy Statement on Technical Specification Improvements for
Nuclear Power Reactors in the Federal Register for public
comment (52 FR 3788).
When the interim Policy Statement was
published, the Commission anticipated issuing a final Policy
Statement shortly after resolving the public comments on the
interim Policy Statement. On October 30, 1987, in
SECY-87-269, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," the staff requested a delay in
issuance of the final Policy Statement to allow a period of
trial use of the criteria in the interim Policy Statement.
SECY-87-269 also transmitted a draft final Policy Statement
to the Commission.
Much of the enclosed draft final Policy
Statement, particularly the discussion of public comments on
the interim Policy Statement, was derived from SECY-87-269.
The staff has enclosed an updated analysis of those comments
which reflects current staff positions (Enclosure 3).
In late 1987, based on the interim Policy Statement, each of
the four nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) owners groups
submitted to the staff its proposals of which requirements
in the existing STS could be relocated from the Technical
Specifications to licensee-controlled documents. The staff
reviewed these submittals and told the industry which
current STS requirements must be retained in the new STS.
On May 9, 1988, the staff published its conclusions in the
report "NRC Staff Review of Nuclear Steam Supply System
Vendor Owners Groups' Application of the Commission's
interim Policy Statement Criteria to Standard Technical
Specifications" ("split report").
Following the guidance of the split report, the owners
groups proposed improved STS during the second quarter of
1989.
From May 1989 to January 1991, the staff reviewed the
owners groups' proposals and conducted numerous meetings
with the owners groups to discuss their proposals and the
staff review.
In a memorandum to the Commissioners on
August 30, 1989, the staff requested to extend issuance of
the final Policy Statement until 6 weeks after the approval
of the improved STS.
In January 1991, the staff issued five draft sets of the
improved STS for public comment as the following draft NUREG
reports:
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NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical Specifications,
Babcock and Wilcox Plants"
*

NUREG-1431, "Standard Technical Specifications,
Westinghouse Plants"

*

NUREG-1432, "Standard Technical Specifications,
Combustion Engineering Plants"

0

NUREG-1433, "Standard Technical Specifications,
General Electric Plants, BWR/4"

*

NUREG-1434, "Standard Technical Specifications,
General Electric Plants, BWR/6"

In a memorandum to the Commissioners on May 23, 1991, the
staff stated that it anticipated proposing a final Policy
Statement after about 6 months of experience had been gained
in implementing the improved STS on the lead plants.
After resolving the comments on the draft improved STS, in
September 1992, the staff published Revision 0 of the
improved STS as NUREG reports. The staff believes that the
comment resolution process, while lengthy, enabled it to
prepare improved STS of good quality that represent a high
degree of consensus among the NRC staff and the industry.
The staff also achieved an unprecedented level of
consistency in Technical Specification requirements among
the four nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) owners groups.
The staff and the industry agreed on some long-standing
technical issues while preparing the improved STS and
corrected numerous weaknesses in current Technical
Specification requirements. The staff believes that the
time spent developing the improved STS has resulted in high
quality documents that both the staff and the industry
believe can improve operational safety and efficiency at
those plants that implement the improved STS.
Discussion:

Since October 1992, the staff has been reviewing the
conversion to the improved STS for the Crystal River Nuclear
Plant, Unit 3. Crystal River 3 is the lead plant for the
Babcock and Wilcox owners group. The staff is also
reviewing the Technical Specifications submitted for an
operating license for the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. These
Technical Specifications are based on the improved
Westinghouse STS.
The enclosed draft final Policy Statement (Enclosure 1) is
based on staff experience in preparing the improved STS,
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reviewing license amendments, and reviewing the Crystal
River 3 and Watts Bar Technical Specification submittals.
Enclosure 2 highlights the changes from the interim Policy
Statement in comparative text format. Some of the major
changes are discussed below.
The staff updated the Policy Statement to reflect the
publication of Revision 0 of the improved STS and to use
terminology consistent with that in the improved STS. The
staff has included a discussion of the public comments on
the interim Policy Statement. The staff had included a
similar discussion in SECY-87-269; the current discussion
was modified to reflect staff experience since the earlier
paper.
The staff added to the discussion of the three original
criteria for defining the scope of Technical Specifications.
Furthermore, the staff added a fourth criterion to capture
requirements which operating experience or probabilistic
safety assessment (PSA) show to be significant to public
health and safety. The discussion of Criterion 4 was
derived mainly from material already contained in the
interim Policy Statement. The staff felt that because PSA
and operating experience were used to justify retaining some
requirements in the improved STS, it was appropriate to
include these considerations as a separate criterion. With
the added clarification, the criteria are appropriate to
define the scope of Technical Specifications.
Upon reviewing its experience in applying the criteria, the
staff believes that the criteria can be effectively used
without rulemaking. The staff believes it is more
appropriate to place the criteria in the Policy Statement to
implement 10 CFR 50.36 as currently written. The Policy
Statement provides a means to keep the criteria with the
discussion of how the staff intends to implement the
criteria. The staff notes that policy statements have a
different legal status than regulations; while they are
considered binding directives to the staff, they are not
requirements and, therefore, not binding on licensees and
have no limiting effect on license or technical
specification amendment hearings. Thus, licensees would not
be legally obligated to address and comply with the four
criteria but could instead propose alternates. On the other
hand, there is currently a common understanding between the
NRC staff and the industry that the criteria provide a
template to develop improved Technical Specifications and
that the criteria will be used by a licensee to prepare a
Technical Specification submittal to the NRC.
If the NRC

I
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staff does not believe the criteria have been appropriately
applied, the staff will not issue the license amendment
until the licensee has appropriately applied the criteria.
The staff believes, however, that such disputes can be
resolved during the review process. For these reasons, the
staff believes codifying the criteria through rulemaking
could be an unnecessary duplication of effort with little
regulatory benefit. However, there remains the prospect for
a few or possibly many contested proceedings on adoption of
the new technical specifications. The Commission may wish
to specifically solicit comments on the option to pursue
rulemaking in addition to providing guidance in the Policy
Statement.
The Nuclear Management and Resources Council (NUMARC), in a
December 21, 1992 letter to the Chairman, made comments
which relate to rulemaking which has other objectives.
NUMARC stated that, because of the nature of the current
licensing process, significant resources must be expended by
licensees and the NRC to enable the improved STS to be
adopted. NUMARC added that the industry intends to file a
petition for rulemaking to add a subsection to 10 CFR 50.91
to facilitate adoption of the improved STS. The staff wants
to highlight industry intentions to the Commission and
suggest that this issue be handled separately from
publication of a final Policy Statement. The lead plant
conversions should provide insight into the need and
feasibility of whatever approach is suggested by NUMARC.
While preparing the improved STS and holding discussions
with representatives from the lead plants, the staff
received questions about imposing new requirements on an
individual licensee converting to the improved STS. For
requirements that are not included in the licensee's current
Technical Specifications and not voluntarily adopted by the
licensee, the Policy Statement clarifies that the staff will
follow the Commission's regulations on backfitting (10 CFR
50.109) unless the new requirements are needed to find the
licensee's conversion submittal acceptable.
The enclosed final Policy Statement also allows for
licensees to adopt portions of the improved STS without
implementing all of the STS improvements. The portions
adopted will need to include all requirements related to the
items being changed and will normally be developed as lineitem improvements.
During its review, the Committee to
Review Generic Requirements (CRGR) asked the Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) to inform the Commission of
this proposed change and to justify the proposed policy
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change. The staff believes that it has accomplished this in
the enclosed draft final Policy Statement.
An additional change to the draft final Policy Statement is
the discussion of the progress made in 10 CFR 50.59 safety
evaluation programs. This includes a discussion of industry
guidance, NSAC-125, "Guidelines for 10 CFR 50.59 Safety
Evaluations." Although the NRC and the industry do not
fully agree on all issues associated with 10 CFR 50.59, the
increasing use of the NSAC-125 guidance by industry has
improved the quality of reviews under 10 CFR 50.59. The
staff does not believe, however, that the guidelines
described in NSAC-125 are appropriate for endorsement as
regulatory guidance.
The staff also discusses the recently published NRC
Inspection Procedure 37001, "10 CFR 50.59 Safety Evaluation
Program," in the Policy Statement. This inspection
procedure gives inspectors updated guidance for evaluating
utility performance in implementing the requirements of
10 CFR 50.59. Use of the latest inspection guidance by the
NRC staff will provide added assurance that the NRC will
appropriately monitor 10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluation
programs for licensees converting to the improved STS.
The final section of the interim Policy Statement contained
additional views from former Commissioner Asselstine.
Commissioner Asselstine believed that the Policy Statement
should have been modified in four respects. First, he
thought that the policy should contain an explicit statement
that the Commission would not entertain changes in testing
and surveillance intervals and allowed outage times until
Since
licensees strengthened their maintenance programs.
Commissioner Asselstine made these comments, the industry
has made substantial progress in its maintenance programs
largely because the Commission aggressively pursued the
Maintenance Rule.
Commissioner Asselstine's second point was that the
10 CFR 50.59 review process should have been strengthened
before licensees were given the flexibility afforded in the
interim policy. This aspect is discussed above.
Commissioner Asselstine also stated that the interim policy
weakened Commission enforcement options for some important
safety requirements in the Technical Specifications. The
staff believes that it has adequate enforcement flexibility
to pursue significant safety issues whether or not
violations of the Technical Specifications are involved.
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Finally, Commissioner Asselstine was concerned that the
interim Policy Statement indicated that ac and dc power
sources would not be covered by Technical Specifications
while the plant is in the decay heat removal mode. NRR is
studying the electrical power requirements for the decay
heat removal mode of operation as part of the study on
shutdown and low-power operation. When the study is
completed, any Technical Specifications changes approved for
generic implementation will be incorporated into the
improved STS.
The staff believes that the draft final Policy Statement
reflects its experience and lessons learned while preparing
the improved STS and holding discussions with the lead plant
licensees. However, the staff recommends that the draft
final Policy Statement be published for public comment to
ensure that the proposed revision of the Policy Statement
does not result in any unintended impacts or effects. The
staff will submit a final Policy Statement to the Commission
for approval after evaluating comments received during the
comment period and after the CRGR and the Advisory Committee
on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) review the final Policy
Statement.
OGC reviewed this paper and has no legal objection.
Recommendation:

That the Commission
1.

ARprove the publication of the enclosed Final
Commission Policy Statement for Technical
Specification Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors
for a 90-day comment period.

2.

Determine whether a specific solicitation of comments
on the codification of the criteria through rulemaking
is necessary.

3.

Pla.n to publish the final Policy Statement after
appropriate consideration of public comments,
regardless of the decision to pursue rulemaking.
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Scheduling:

Note:
a.

The staff intends to use the improved STS as the
basis for evaluating plant-specific requests for
improved Technical Specifications.

b.

By adopting the enclosed draft final Policy
Statement, the Commission would be encouraging
licensees to use the improved STS as the basis
for plant-specific requests for improved
Technical Specifications.

c.

The staff will continue to place highest
priority on complete conversions to the improved
STS and high priority on line-item improvements
to Technical Specifications.

While no specific circumstances require Commission action by
a particular date, the staff anticipates briefing the
Commission in March 1993.
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Enclosures:
1. Draft Final Commission Policy Statement
2. Draft Final Commission Policy Statement in Comparative Text
3. Updated Analysis of Public Comments
cc:
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Commissioners' comments or consent should be provided directly
to the Office of the Secretary by COB Monday, April 5, 1993.
Commission Staff Office comments, if any, should be submitted
to the Commissioners NLT Monday, March 29, 1993, with an information copy to the Office of the Secretary.
If the paper is of
such a nature that it requires additional review and comment,
the Commissioners and the Secretariat should be apprised of
when comments may be expected.
DISTRIBUTION:
Commissioners
OGC
OCAA
OIG
OPP
REGIONAL OFFICES
EDO
SECY

ENCLOSURE I

Draft Final Policy Statement
on Technical Specifications Improvements
for Nuclear Power Reactors

[7590-01]
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
10 CFR Part 50
Proposed Final Policy Statement on
Technical Specifications Improvements
for Nuclear Power Reactors
AGENCY:

Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

ACTION:

Final Policy Statement

SUMMARY: This statement presents the policy of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) with respect to the scope and purpose of Technical
Specifications for nuclear power plants as required by 10 CFR 50.36. It
establishes a specific set of objective criteria (see Section IV) as guidance
for determining which regulatory requirements and operating restrictions
should be included in Technical Specifications. It encourages licensees to
implement a voluntary program to update their Technical Specifications to be
consistent with improved vendor-specific Standard Technical Specifications
(STS) issued by the NRC in September 1992. The improved STS were published as
the following NRC Reports:
* NUREG-1430,
Plants"
* NUREG-1431,
* NUREG-1432,
Plants"
* NUREG-1433,
BWR/4"
" NUREG-1434,
BWR/6"

"Standard Technical Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox
"Standard Technical Specifications, Westinghouse Plants"
"Standard Technical Specifications, Combustion Engineering
"Standard Technical Specifications, General Electric Plants,
"Standard Technical Specifications, General Electric Plants

These improved STS were the result of extensive technical meetings and
discussions among the NRC staff, industry owners groups, vendors, and the
Nuclear Management and Resources Council (NUMARC).
The improved STS were
developed based on the criteria in the interim Policy Statement published in
February 1987. The Policy Statement now reflects modifications resulting from
public comments on the interim Policy Statement and from the experience gained
in developing the improved STS. Implementation of the Policy Statement
through implementation of the improved STS is expected to produce an
improvement in the safety of nuclear power plants through the use of more
operator-oriented Technical Specifications, improved Technical Specification
Bases, reduced action statement induced plant transients, and more efficient
use of NRC and industry resources.
The Policy Statement is not a regulation
and does not establish binding requirements or limit the scope of safety
issues for case-specific adjudication.
DATE:
by

The public is invited to submit comments on this final Policy Statement
1993. Comments received after this date will be considered if it
_,
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is practical to do so, but assurance of consideration cannot be given except
as to comments received on or before this date. On the basis of the submitted
comments, the Commission will determine whether to modify the draft Policy
Statement before issuing it in final form.
ADDRESSES: Submit comments to: Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555. Attention: Docketing and Service Branch.
Copies of NUREGs-1430, 1431, 1432, 1433, and 1434 may be purchased from the
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, P.O. Box 37082,
Washington, D.C. 20013-7082. Copies are also available from the National
Technical Information Service, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161. A
copy is also available for public inspection and/or copying at the NRC Public
Document Room, 2120 L Street NW., Lower Level of the Gelman Building,
Washington, D.C. The NUREGs can also be accessed through the NRC electronic
bulletin board system. Details of how to use this system were published in
the Federal Register on November 25, 1992 (57 FR 55602).
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Nanette V. Gilles, Technical Specifications
Branch, Division of Operating Reactor Support, Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555,
telephone (301) 492-7000.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
I.

BACKGROUND

Section 182a. of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (Act), as amended
(42 U.S.C. 2232), mandates the inclusion of Technical Specifications in
licenses for the operation of production and utilization facilities. The Act
requires that Technical Specifications include information of the amount,
kind, and source of special nuclear material, the place of use, and the
specific characteristics of the facility. That section also indicates that
Technical Specifications should contain such information as the Commission may
by rule deem necessary to enable it to find that the utilization of special
nuclear material will be in accord with the common defense and security and
will provide adequate protection of public health and safety. Finally, that
section requires Technical Specifications to be made a part of any license
issued to operate production or utilization facilities.
Section 50.36, "Technical Specifications," which implements Section 182a. of
the Atomic Energy Act, was promulgated by the Commission on
December 17, 1968 (33 FR 18610). This rule delineates requirements for
determining the contents of Technical Specifications. Technical
Specifications set forth the specific characteristics of the facility and the
conditions for its operation that are required to provide adequate protection
to the health and safety of the public. Specifically, 10 CFR 50.36 requires
that:
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Each license authorizing operation of a production or utilization
facility of a type described in §50.21 or §50.22 will include
technical specifications. The technical specifications will be derived
from the analyses and evaluation included in the safety analysis report,
and amendments thereto, submitted pursuant to §50.34. The Commission
may include such additional technical specifications as the Commission
finds appropriate.
Technical Specifications cannot be changed by licensees without prior NRC
approval.
However, since 1969, there has been a trend towards including in
Technical Specifications not only those requirements derived from the analyses
and evaluation included in the safety analysis report but also essentially all
other Commission requirements governing the operation of nuclear power
reactors. This extensive use of Technical Specifications is due in part to a
lack of well-defined criteria (in either the body of the rule or in some other
regulatory document) for what should be included in Technical Specifications.
This has contributed to the volume of Technical Specifications and to the
several-fold increase, since 1969, in the number of license amendment
applications to effect changes to the Technical Specifications.
It has
diverted both staff and licensee attention from the more important
requirements in these documents to the extent that it has resulted in an
adverse but unquantifiable impact on safety.
On March 30, 1982, the NRC published in the Federal Register (47 FR 13369) a
proposed amendment to its regulations, 10 CFR Part 50, "Domestic Licensing of
Production and Utilization Facilities." The proposed amendment would have
revised §50.36, "Technical Specifications," to establish a new system of
specifications divided into two general categories. Only those specifications
contained in the first general category as Technical Specifications would have
become part of the operating license and would have required prior NRC
approval for any changes. Those specifications contained in the second
general category would have become supplemental specifications and would not
have required prior NRC approval for most changes. The NRC review of the
first general category of specifications would have been the same as currently
performed for Technical Specification changes, which are amendments to the
operating license. For the second category, supplemental specifications, the
licensee would have been allowed to make changes within specified conditions
without prior NRC approval. The NRC would have reviewed these changes when
they were made and would have done so in a manner similar to that currently
used for reviewing design changes, tests, and experiments performed under the
provisions of 10 CFR 50.59. Because of difficulties with defining the
criteria for dividing the Technical Specifications into the two categories of
the proposed rule and because of other higher priority licensing work, the
rule change was deferred.
In the early 1980s, the nuclear industry and the NRC staff began studying the
question of whether improvement to the existing system of establishing
Technical Specification requirements for nuclear power plants was needed.
During this time frame, two studies of this issue were performed by an NRC
task group known as the Technical Specifications Improvement Project (TSIP)
and a Subcommittee of the Atomic Industrial Forum's (AIF) Committee on Reactor
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The overall conclusion of these studies was that many
Licensing and Safety.'
improvements in the scope and content of Technical Specifications were needed,
and that a joint NRC and industry program should be initiated to implement
Both of these groups made specific recommendations which
these improvements.
are summarized as follows:
1) The NRC should adopt the criteria for defining the scope of Technical
Specifications proposed in the AIF and TSIP reports. Those criteria
should then be used by the NRC and each of the nuclear steam supply
system vendor owners groups to completely rewrite and streamline the
existing STS. This process would result in many requirements being
transferred from control by Technical Specifications requirements to
control by other mechanisms (e.g., the Final Safety Analysis Report
(FSAR), Operating Procedures, Quality Assurance (QA) Plan] which would not
require a license amendment or prior NRC approval when changes are needed.
The new STS should include greater emphasis on human factors principles in
order to add clarity and understanding to the text of the STS. The new
STS should also provide improvements to the Bases Section of Technical
Specifications which provides the purpose for each requirement in the
specification.
2)

A parallel program of short-term improvements in both the scope and
substance of the existing Technical Specifications should be initiated
in addition to developing a new STS as identified in paragraph (1) above.

On February 6, 1987, the NRC published in the Federal Register for public
comment (52 FR 3788) an interim Policy Statement on Technical Specification
Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors containing proposed criteria in
response to item (1).
These criteria were generally derived from the criteria
proposed in the AIF and TSIP reports and were modified slightly based on
discussions between the NRC staff and the industry. The public comment period
expired on March 23, 1987.
The NRC has developed a program for short-term improvements as described in
item (2.) These are known as "line-item" improvements and are generic
improvements developed and promulgated by the NRC staff for voluntary adoption
by licensees.
Subsequently, improved vendor-specific STS were developed and issued by the
NRC in September 1992. The improved STS were published as the following NRC
Reports:
" NUREG-1430,
Plants"
" NUREG-1431,

"Standard Technical Specifications, Babcock and Wilcox
"Standard Technical Specifications, Westinghouse Plants"

'SECY-86-10, "Recommendations for Improving Technical Specifications," dated
January 13, 1986, contains both "Recommendations for Improving Technical
Specifications," NRC Technical Specifications Improvement Project,
September 30, 1985, and "Technical Specifications Improvements," AIF
Subcommittee on Technical Specifications Improvements, October 1, 1985.
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* NUREG-1432,
Plants"
" NUREG-1433,
BWR/4"
" NUREG-1434,
BWR/6"

"Standard Technical Specifications, Combustion Engineering
"Standard Technical Specifications, General Electric Plants,
"Standard Technical Specifications, General Electric Plants

These improved STS were the result of extensive technical meetings and
discussions among the NRC staff, industry owners groups, vendors, and NUMARC
II.

SUMMARY OF PUBLIC COMMENTS ON THE INTERIM POLICY STATEMENT AND NRC
RESPONSES

In early 1987, the Commission received 29 letters with comments on the Interim
Policy Statement on Technical Specification Improvements. A list of the
commenters and a detailed analysis of public comments are available for public
inspection in the NRC Public Document Room at 2120 L Street NW., Lower Level
of the Gelman Building, Washington, D.C. 20555.
Twenty-five of the 29 commenters were generally supportive of the Commission
Policy Statement and the overall Technical Specifications Improvement Program;
3 commenters were generally not supportive; and I commenter was neutral. Of
the 29 commenters, 23 can be categorized as representing industry views, 3 are
government agencies, and 3 are interested members of the public. The industry
group stated strong support for the Policy Statement and its criteria. The
comments included extensive support for the overall Commission objectives of
improving Technical Specifications so they are clearer and less ambiguous.
The three commenters opposed to the Policy Statement were primarily concerned
that moving any requirements to other documents might make them "less
enforceable" than Technical Specifications or might weaken the inspection
process.
Based on the criteria in this Policy Statement that define requirements that
should be controlled by Technical Specifications, the Commission concludes
that some requirements previously contained in Technical Specifications should
be relocated to other documents that do not have the direct enforceability of
Technical Specifications and do not require NRC staff approval before changes
are made. Many of the requirements will be relocated to the FSAR and will be
controlled through 10 CFR 50.59. Other requirements will be relocated to more
appropriate documents (e.g., Security Plan, QA Plan) and controlled by the
applicable regulatory requirements. The adequacy of controls for relocated
requirements which do not fit in the above categories will be reviewed and
approved by the NRC staff on a case-by-case basis to determine, among other
things, whether an enforceable control method will need to be established.
NRC approval would still be required for any changes to requirements covered
by 10 CFR 50.59 that involved an unreviewed safety question and for changes
which exceed the threshold criteria in the regulations for other controlled
documents. The Commission believes that this control and enforcement posture
is commensurate with the safety importance of the relocated requirements.
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Many of the commenters addressed specific issues discussed in the Policy
Statement.
The following paragraphs discuss issues addressed by a significant
portion of the commenters or that are of particular interest.
A slight majority of the industry commenters stated that they agreed with the
Policy Statement that improvements should be voluntary.
In addition, four of
the commenters stated that if licensees elect to implement the Policy
Statement, they should not be required to convert to STS.
The Commission has
concluded that where STS requirements are generally applicable, the STS should
be adopted unless adequate justification for acceptance of a plant-specific
Technical Specification is provided.
Cases may arise where there is a
question concerning the NRC staff proposed addition of requirements in the
improved STS that are not in a licensee's current Technical Specifications.
In such cases, the Commission intends to control the process by evaluating the
imposition of additional requirements in accordance with the Commission
regulations on backfitting (10 CFR 50.109).
The interim Policy Statement identified three criteria to be used to define
which of the current Technical Specification requirements should be retained
or included in Technical Specifications and which requirements could be
relocated to licensee-controlled documents.
Half of the industry commenters
stated that licensees should be allowed to selectively apply the criteria
without fully adopting the improvement process (e.g., not improving Bases and
not applying accepted human factors principles to Technical Specifications).
In this regard, it is the Commission policy that licensees may adopt portions
of the improved STS without fully implementing all STS improvements.
The
Commission will, however, place the highest priority on the review and
approval of Technical Specifications related submittals for complete
conversions to the improved STS.
For licensees who adopt portions of the
improved STS, these portions shall include all related requirements and will
normally be developed as line-item improvements by the NRC staff. In all
cases, the Commission expects improved Bases to accompany requests for
improved Technical Specifications.
The Commission realizes, however, that it
may not always be practical for licensees to apply all of the human factors
principles used in the improved STS.
The Commission believes that the above
approach will result in safety improvements as well as consistency in
Technical Specifications requirements and will allow the most efficient use of
NRC and industry resources.
When the interim Policy Statement was issued, the Commission believed that it
was only the overall package of improvements which, if adopted, would produce
an improvement in safety. However, experience in the development of
the improved STS and in the review of license amendment requests has led the
Commission to conclude that safety benefits can be realized from adopting
portions of the improved STS without fully implementing all STS improvements.
The NRC staff has developed several line-item improvements since the
publication of the interim Policy Statement. These improvements have been
reviewed by the Committee to Review Generic Requirements and have been made
available for voluntary implementation through generic letters.
While the
Commission continues to believe that the greatest improvement to safety can be
realized by implementing all of the improvements in the improved STS, it also
believes there is considerable merit in allowing licensees to improve portions
of their Technical Specifications that could result in a safety benefit.
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Fifteen industry respondents strongly supported the use of the criteria to
determine which future requirements (e.g., from generic issues) would be
included in Technical Specifications. This has been the Commission intent and
the Policy Statement has been modified accordingly.
Ten commenters stated that the proposed criteria were acceptable as is, and
several recommended prompt rulemaking to codify the criteria. Five other
commenters indicated that the criteria were inadequate or that additional
discussion of the criteria scope and intent was needed. After studying
comments and use of the criteria, the Commission determined that further
discussion of the criteria was needed and this is included in Section IV. The
Department of Nuclear Safety, State of Illinois, recommended adding a fourth
criterion and delaying implementation of the Policy Statement until rule
changes necessary for implementation are promulgated. The criterion suggested
would expand on Criterion 3 to cover all anticipated operational sequences.
The Commission believes that safety significant operational sequences are
adequately addressed by Criteria '2 and 3. The Commission has added a fourth
criterion (different from that proposed by the State of Illinois) to capture
requirements which operating experience or probabilistic safety assessment
(PSA) show to be significant to public health and safety.
In considering the specific comments on the criteria and based on experience
in applying the criteria, the Commission concluded that the criteria do not
need to be codified through rulemaking. Rather, this policy statement will
identify the criteria to be used to implement 10 CFR 50.36 as currently
written. The Policy Statement provides a means to keep the criteria with the
discussion of the application of each criterion. The Commission believes this
is important for a clear understanding of how the criteria are implemented.
There is a common understanding between the NRC staff and the industry that
the criteria provide a template to develop improved Technical Specifications.
The criteria will be used by a licensee to prepare a Technical Specification
submittal to the NRC.
If the NRC staff does not believe the criteria have
been appropriately applied, the staff will not issue a license amendment until
the licensee has properly applied the criteria. For these reasons, the
Commission believes codifying the criteria through rulemaking would be an
unnecessary duplication of effort with little regulatory benefit.
In addition to the comments on the three original criteria, seven of the
commenters were opposed to using PSA to define the contents of the Technical
Specifications. They expressed concern that PSA has only limited
applicability and that its use is not well defined. Moreover, these
commenters noted that plant licensing is based primarily on Design Basis
Accident analysis which lends itself to a deterministic process rather than a
PSA-based process for identifying Technical Specification requirements.
The
Commission believes that plant- and design-specific PSAs have yielded valuable
insight to unique plant vulnerabilities not fully recognized in the safety
analysis report Design Basis Accident or Transient analyses.
Some commenters stated that if PSA is used to impose Technical Specifications
for some high-risk items, it should also be used to remove some low-risk
items. The Commission notes that this approach to Technical Specifications
has been considered at length during the development of the Policy Statement.
Since the first three criteria in the Policy Statement are derived from the
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plant safety analysis report which is deterministic in nature, (but which
itself incorporates qualitative risk insights) the Commission believes that a
broad application of PSA to remove individual requirements from Technical
Specifications is generally counter to the philosophy of the first three
criteria. However, risk insights were used to determine the values of some
completion times and surveillance frequencies for items retained in the
improved STS.
The extension of the use of PSA to remove individual requirements from
technical specifications would need to be founded in a broader policy of riskbased regulation which the Commission is currently pursuing at a level more
inclusive than Technical Specifications improvements. Specifically, the
Commission believes that it would be inappropriate at this time to allow
requirements which meet one or more of the first three criteria to be deleted
from Technical Specifications based solely on PSA (Criterion 4).
If a
requirement meets any one of the four criteria, it should be retained or
included in Technical Specifications.
The Commission Policy in this regard is consistent with its Policy Statement
on "Safety Goals for the Operation of Nuclear Power Plants," 51 FR 30028,
Published on August 21, 1986. The Policy Statement on Safety Goals states in
part, ". . . probabilistic results should also be reasonably balanced and
supported through use of deterministic arguments.
In this way, judgements can
be made . . . about the degree of confidence to be given to these
(probabilistic] estimates and assumptions. This is a key part of the process
of determining the degree of regulatory conservatism that may be warranted for
particular decisions. This defense-in-depth approach is expected to continue
to ensure the protection of public health and safety." At its conclusion, the
Policy Statement on Safety Goals adds, "Nor are the safety goals and these
implementation guidelines in and of themselves meant to serve as a sole basis
for licensing decisions. However, if pursuant to these guidelines,
information is developed that is applicable to a particular licensing
decision, it may be considered as one factor in the licensing decision."
The Commission will continue to use PSA, consistent with its policy on Safety
Goals, as a tool in evaluating specific line-item improvements to Technical
Specifications, new requirements, and industry proposals for risk-based
Technical Specification changes.
About a third of the respondents stated that NRC should place a high priority
on making available specific line-item improvements to current Technical
Specifications. The Commission agrees with these comments but will continue
to give the highest priority to complete conversions to the improved STS.
III.

DISCUSSION

The Commission recognizes the advantages of improved Technical Specifications.
Clarification of the scope and purpose of Technical Specifications has
provided useful guidance to both the NRC and industry and has served as an
important incentive for industry participation in a voluntary program to
improve Technical Specifications.
It has resulted in improved STS that are
intended to focus licensee and plant operator attention on those plant
-8-

conditions most important to safety. This should also result in more
efficient use of agency and industry resources.
The Policy Statement identifies four criteria for defining the scope of
Technical Specifications. These criteria are intended to be consistent with
the scope of Technical Specifications as stated in the Statement of
Consideration accompanying the current rule, 10 CFR 50.36.
The Statement of Consideration for the final rule issuing 10 CFR 50.36
(33 FR 18610, December 17, 1968) discusses the scope of Technical
Specifications as including the following:
In the revised system, emphasis is placed on two general classes of
technical matters: (1) those related to prevention of accidents, and
By
(2) those related to mitigation of the consequences of accidents.
systematic analysis and evaluation of a particular facility, each
applicant is required to identify at the construction permit stage,
those items that are directly related to maintaining the integrity of
the physical barriers designed to contain radioactivity. Such items are
expected to be the subjects of Technical Specifications in the operating
license.
The first of these two general classes of technical matters to be included in
Technical Specifications is captured by criteria (1), (4), and to some extent
criterion (2) in that they address systems and process variables that alert
the operator to a situation when accident initiation is more likely. The
second general class of technical matters is explicitly addressed and captured
by criteria (2), (3), and (4).
By applying the four criteria contained in the
Policy Statement a licensee should capture all of those specific
characteristics of its facility and the conditions for its operation that are
required to meet the principal operative standard in Section 182a. of the
Atomic Energy Act, that is, that adequate protection is provided to the health
and safety of the public.
The Commission recognizes that the four criteria carry a theme of focusing on
the technical requirements for features of controlling importance to safety.
Since many of the requirements are of immediate concern to the health and
safety of the public, this Policy Statement adopts, for the purpose of
relocating requirements from Technical Specifications to licensee-controlled
documents, the subjective statement of the purpose of Technical Specifications
expressed by the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board in Portland General
Electric Company (Trojan Nuclear Plant), ALAB-531, 9 NRC 263 (1979).
There,
the Appeal Board interpreted Technical Specifications as being reserved for
those conditions or limitations upon reactor operation necessary to obviate
the possibility of an abnormal situation or event giving rise to an immediate
threat to the public health and safety.
The Commission wishes to emphasize that this Policy Statement is intended to
be consistent with the language of Section 182a. of the Atomic Energy Act,
10 CFR 50.36, and previous interpretations of the regulations. The Policy
Statement merely clarifies the scope and purpose of Technical Specifications
by identifying criteria which can be used to establish, more clearly, the
framework for Technical Specifications (i.e., identify those requirements
-9-

derived from the analyses and evaluation included in the safety analysis
report and which are of immediate concern to the health and safety of the
It identifies requirements which should be retained or included in
public).
Technical Specifications and also describes a mechanism whereby "additional"
requirements can be identified and controlled through mechanisms other than
Technical Specifications.
Over the past several years, the Commission has seen an improvement in
In addition, there
industry development of effective maintenance programs.
has been an overall improvement in the industry in the conduct of 10 CFR 50.59
safety evaluations since the NUMARC publication of NSAC-125, "Guidelines for
10 CFR 50.59 Safety Evaluations," in June 1989. Furthermore, the ongoing NRC
study on shutdown and low-power operation should provide some important
insights for additional Technical Specification improvements in the areas of
shutdown and low power operations. The Commission believes that these
improvements, combined with improved Technical Specifications developed based
on this Policy Statement, can lead to significant improvements in the
operational safety of nuclear power facilities.
IV.

THE COMMISSION POLICY

The purpose of Technical Specifications is to impose those conditions or
limitations upon reactor operation necessary to obviate the possibility of an
abnormal situation or event giving rise to an immediate threat to the public
health and safety by identifying those features that are of controlling
importance to safety and establishing on them certain conditions of operation
which cannot be changed without prior Commission approval.
Licensees are encouraged to implement a program to upgrade their Technical
Specifications consistent with this purpose. The Commission will entertain
requests based on the criteria below (as clarified by the supporting
discussion) for individual license amendments that evaluate all of the
Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCOs) for an individual plant to determine
In addition,
which LCOs should be included in the Technical Specifications.
portions
of
the improved
requests
to
adopt
also
entertain
the Commission will
These
portions
improvements.
all
STS
STS, even if the licensee does not adopt
as linebe
developed
and
will
normally
related
requirements
shall include all
licensees
encourages
all
The
Commission
by
the
NRC
staff.
item improvements
who submit Technical Specification related submittals based on this Policy
Statement to emphasize human factors principles.
LCOs which do not meet any of the criteria below may be proposed for removal
from the Technical Specifications and relocation to licensee-controlled
documents, such as the FSAR . The criteria may be applied to either standard
or custom Technical Specifications. The Commission will also consider the
criteria in evaluating future generic requirements for inclusion in Technical
Specifications.
In accordance with this Policy Statement, improved STS have been developed and
will be maintained for each NSSS owners group. The Commission encourages
licensees to use the improved STS as the basis for plant-specific Technical
Specifications. During individual Technical Specification conversions, the
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non-voluntary addition of new requirements from the improved STS to individual
plant Technical Specifications will be evaluated in accordance with the
Commission regulations on backfitting (10 CFR 50.109) unless the staff
suggested additional changes are needed to make the licensee requested changes
acceptable from the standpoint of adequate protection or compliance with NRC
regulations, in which case §50.109 does not apply and the request may be
denied without the additional items. However, in all other cases, it is the
Commission intent that the wording and Bases of the improved STS be used in
the Technical Specification related submittal to the extent practicable.
The NRC will place the highest priority in its Technical Specifications
improvement efforts on the review and approval of plant-specific Technical
Specification related submittals based on complete conversions to the improved
STS. In addition, the Commission will also entertain requests to adopt
portions of the improved STS, even if the licensee does not adopt all STS
improvements. These portions shall include all related requirements and will
normally be developed as line-item improvements by the NRC staff.
The following criteria delineate those constraints on design and operation of
nuclear power plants that are derived from the plant safety analysis report or
PSA information and that belong in Technical Specifications in accordance with
10 CFR 50.36 and the purpose of Technical Specifications stated above.
Criterion 1: Installed instrumentation that is used to detect, and indicate
in the control room, a significant abnormal degradation of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary:
Discussion of Criterion 1: A basic concept in the adequate protection
of the public health and safety is the prevention of accidents.
Instrumentation is installed to detect significant abnormal degradation
of the reactor coolant pressure boundary so as to allow operator actions
to either correct the condition or to shut down the plant safely, thus
reducing the likelihood of a loss-of-coolant accident.
This criterion is intended to ensure that Technical Specifications
control those instruments specifically installed to detect excessive
reactor coolant system leakage. This criterion should not, however, be
interpreted to include instrumentation to detect precursors to reactor
coolant pressure boundary leakage or instrumentation to identify the
source of actual leakage (e.g., loose parts monitor, seismic
instrumentation, valve position indicators).
Criterion 2: A process variable, design feature, or operating restriction
that is an initial condition of a Design Basis Accident or Transient analysis
that either assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity of
a fission product barrier:
Discussion of Criterion 2: Another basic concept in the adequate
protection of the public health and safety is that the plant shall be
operated within the bounds of the initial conditions assumed in the
existing Design Basis Accident and Transient analyses and that the plant
will be operated to preclude unanalyzed transients and accidents. These
analyses consist of postulated events, analyzed in the FSAR, for which a
- 11
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structure, system, or component must meet specified functional goals.
These analyses are contained in Chapters 6 and 15 of the FSAR (or
equivalent chapters) and are identified as Condition II, III, or IV
events (ANSI N 18.2) (or equivalent) that either assume the failure of
or present a challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier.
As used in Criterion 2, process variables are only those parameters for
which specific values or ranges of values have been chosen as reference
bounds in the Design Basis Accident or Transient analyses and which are
monitored and controlled during power operation such that process values
remain within the analysis bounds. Process variables captured by
Criterion 2 are not, however, limited to only those directly monitored
and controlled from the control room. These could also include other
features or characteristics that are specifically assumed in Design
Basis Accident and Transient analyses even if they cannot be directly
observed in the control room (e.g., moderator temperature coefficient
and hot channel factors).
The purpose of this criterion is to capture those process variables that
have initial values assumed in the Design Basis Accident and Transient
analyses, and which are monitored and controlled during power operation.
As long as these variables are maintained within the established values,
risk to the public safety is presumed to be acceptably low. This
criterion also includes active design features (e.g., high pressure/low
pressure system valves and interlocks) and operating restrictions
(pressure/temperature limits) needed to preclude unanalyzed accidents
and transients.
Criterion 3: A structure, system, or component that is part of the primary
success path and which functions or actuates to mitigate a Design Basis
Accident or Transient that either assumes the failure of or presents a
challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier:
Discussion of Criterion 3: A third concept in the adequate protection
of the public health and safety is that in the event that a postulated
Design Basis Accident or Transient should occur, structures, systems,
and components are available to function or to actuate in order to
mitigate the consequence of the Design Basis Accident or Transient.
Safety sequence analyses or their equivalent have been performed in
recent years and provide a method of presenting the plant response to an
accident. These can be used to define the primary success paths.
A safety sequence analysis is a systematic examination of the actions
required to mitigate the consequences of events considered in the
plant's Design Basis Accident and Transient analyses, as presented in
Chapters 6 and 15 of the plant's FSAR (or equivalent chapters).
Such a
safety sequence analysis considers all applicable events, whether
explicitly or implicitly presented. The primary success path of a
safety sequence analysis consists of the combination and sequences of
equipment needed to operate (including consideration of the single
failure criteria), so that the plant response to Design Basis Accidents
and Transients limits the consequences of these events to within the
appropriate acceptance criteria.
- 12
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It is the intent of this criterion to capture into Technical
Specifications only those structures, systems, and components that are
part of the primary success path of a safety sequence analysis. Also
captured by this criterion are those support and actuation systems that
are necessary for items in the primary success path to successfully
function. The primary success path for a particular mode of operation
does not include backup and diverse equipment (e.g., rod withdrawal
block which is a backup to the average power range monitor high flux
trip in the startup mode, safety valves which are backup to low
temperature overpressure relief valves during cold shutdown).
Criterion 4: A structure, system, or component which operating experience or
probabilistic safety assessment has shown to be significant to public health
and safety:
Discussion of Criterion 4: It is the Commission policy that licensees
retain in their Technical Specifications LCOs, action statements and
Surveillance Requirements for the following systems (as applicable), which
operating experience and PSA have generally shown to be significant to
public health and safety and any other structures, systems, or components
that meet this criterion:
a
o
O

a

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling/Isolation Condenser,
Residual Heat Removal,
Standby Liquid Control, and
Recirculation Pump Trip.

The Commission recognizes that other structures, systems, or components
may meet this criterion. Plant- and design-specific PSAs have yielded
valuable insight to unique plant vulnerabilities not fully recognized in
the safety analysis report Design Basis Accident or Transient analyses.
It is the intent of this criterion that those requirements that PSA or
operating experience exposes as significant to public health and safety,
consistent with the Commission's Safety Goal and Severe Accident Policies,
be retained or included in Technical Specifications.
The Commission expects that licensees, in preparing their Technical
Specification related submittals, will utilize any plant-specific PSA or
risk survey and any available literature on risk insights and PSAs. This
material should be employed to strengthen the technical bases for those
requirements that remain in Technical Specifications, when applicable, and
to verify that none of the requirements to be relocated contain
constraints of prime importance in limiting the likelihood or severity of
the accident sequences that are commonly found to dominate risk.
Similarly, the NRC staff will also employ risk insights and PSAs in
evaluating Technical Specifications related submittals. Further, as a
part of the Commission's ongoing program of improving Technical
Specifications, it will continue to consider methods to make better use of
risk and reliability information for defining future generic Technical
Specification requirements.
Requirements which would be relocated from Technical Specifications to a
licensee-controlled document (e.g., the FSAR, the Security Plan, the QA Plan,
- 13
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or Fire Protection Plan) may be changed or deleted in conjunction with the
filing of individual Technical Specifications related requests to implement
this Policy Statement.
The package containing the amendment request must
contain a clear statement of the basis for the change or deletion, a safety
evaluation, and a statement that the changes have been reviewed by a
multidisciplinary group of responsible, technical supervisory personnel,
including onsite operations personnel.
Appropriate Surveillance Requirements and Actions should be retained for each
LCO which remains or is included in the Technical Specifications.
Each LCO,
Action, and Surveillance Requirement should have supporting Bases.
The Bases
should at a minimum address the following questions and cite references to
appropriate licensing documentation (e.g., FSAR, Topical Report) to support
the Bases.
1. What is the justification for the Technical Specification, i.e., which
Policy Statement criterion requires it to be in the Technical
Specifications?
2.

What are the Bases for each LCO, i.e., why was it determined to be the
lowest functional capability or performance level for the system or
component in question necessary for safe operation of the facility and,
what are the reasons for the Applicability of the LCO?

3.

What are the Bases for each Action, i.e., why should this remedial action
be taken if the associated LCO cannot be met; how does this Action relate
to other Actions associated with the LCO; and what justifies continued
operation of the system or component at the reduced state from the state
specified in the LCO for the allowed time period?

4.

What are the Bases for each Safety Limit?

5.

What are the Bases for each Surveillance Requirement and Surveillance
Frequency; i.e., what specific functional requirement is the surveillance
designed to verify? Why is this surveillance necessary at the specified
frequency to assure that the system or component function is maintained,
that facility operation will be within the Safety Limits, and that the LCO
will be met?
NOTE: In answering these questions the Bases for each number (e.g.,
Allowable Value, Response Time, Completion Time, Surveillance Frequency),
state, condition, and definition (e.g., operability) should be clearly
specified. As an example, a number might be based on engineering
judgment, past experience, or PSA insights; but this should be clearly
stated.

When licensees submit amendment requests based on this Policy Statement, they
should identify the location of and controls for the technical and
administrative requirements of the relocated requirements.
The NRC staff will
carefully review these submittals to ensure the accountability and the
acceptability of controls for each relocated requirement.
Many of the
requirements will be relocated to the FSAR and will be enforceable through
10 CFR 50.59.
Other requirements will be relocated to more appropriate
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documents (e.g., Security Plan, QA Plan) and controlled by the applicable
regulatory requirements. The adequacy of controls for relocated requirements
which do not fit in the above categories will be reviewed and approved by the
NRC staff on a case-by-case basis to determine, among other things, whether an
enforceable control method will need to be established.
Since some of the requirements currently contained in the Technical
Specifications will be relocated to licensee-controlled documents to which
changes will be controlled by 10 CFR 50.59, the NRC has been giving increased
In the interim Policy Statement
attention to the 10 CFR 50.59 change process.
the Commission encouraged industry to obtain the support of NUMARC in
sponsoring activities to encourage the highest quality for utility review of
changes made pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59. In June 1989, NUMARC published NSAC125, "Guidelines for 10 CFR 50.59 Safety Evaluations." During the development
of these guidelines, the NRC staff and NUMARC met on several occasions to
discuss the content of NSAC-125. Since its publication, nearly all of the
industry has been using NSAC-125 as guidance in performing 10 CFR 50.59 safety
evaluations. While the NRC and the industry do not fully agree on all issues
associated with 10 CFR 50.59, based on inspections and reviews since the
issuance of NSAC-125, the NRC staff has seen an overall improvement in the
conduct of 10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluations. However, the Commission does not
believe that the guidelines described in NSAC-125 are appropriate for
endorsement as regulatory guidance.
In addition, in December 1992, the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation issued
Inspection Procedure 37001, "10 CFR 50.59 Safety Evaluation Program," to
provide NRC inspectors with updated guidance for evaluating utility
performance in implementing the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59. The Commission
believes use of this inspection guidance will provide continued assurance that
the NRC is appropriately monitoring 10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluation programs
for licensees who convert to the improved STS.
The Commission emphasizes the importance of a well-planned transition for
licensees who plan to convert to the improved STS. Such a transition should
include careful consideration of procedure revisions and operator training to
ensure safe operation during and following the conversion.
The NRC will, consistent with its mission, allocate resources as necessary to
implement this Policy Statement.
V.

ENFORCEMENT POLICY

Any changes to a licensee's Technical Specifications to apply this Policy
Statement's criteria will be made by the license amendment process prior to
implementation.
Compliance with Technical Specifications is required by the
Commission, and adherence to commitments contained in licensee-controlled
documents is expected by the Commission. Violations and deviations will, as
in the past, be handled in accordance with the NRC Enforcement Policy in
10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1992).
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If a licensee elects to apply these criteria, the requirements of the removed
specifications will be relocated to the FSAR or other licensee-controlled
documents.
Licensees are to operate their facilities in conformance with the
descriptions of their facilities and procedures in their FSAR. Changes to the
facility or to procedures described in the FSAR are to be made in accordance
with 10 CFR 50.59. The Commission will take appropriate enforcement action to
ensure that licensees comply with 10 CFR 50.59. Changes made in accordance
with the provisions of other licensee-controlled documents (e.g., QA plan,
Security Plan) are subject to the specific requirements for those documents.
Nothing in this Policy Statement shall limit the authority of the NRC to
conduct inspections as deemed necessary and to take appropriate enforcement
action when regulatory requirements or commitments are not met.
This draft final Policy Statement amends information collection requirements
that are subject to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (44 U.S.C. 3501 et
seq). This Policy Statement has been submitted to the Office of Management
and Budget for review and approval of the paperwork requirements.
The public reporting burden for this voluntary collection of information is
estimated to average 4000 hours per response, including the time for reviewing
instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the
data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information. Send
comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection
of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to the
Information and Records Management Branch (MNBB-7714), U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Washington D.C. 20555, and to the Desk Officer, Office of
Information and Regulatory Affairs, NEOB-3019, (3150-0011), Office of
Management and Budget, Washington, D.C. 20503.

Dated at Washington, D.C., this

day of

,

1993.

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary of the Commission
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ENCLOSURE 2

Draft Final Policy Statement
on Technical Specifications Improvements
for Nuclear Power Reactors
in Comparative Text Format

Presented as a markup of the 1987 interim "Commission Policy
Statement on Technical Specification Improvements for Nuclear
Power Reactors," 52 FR 3788.

[7590-01]
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
10 CFR Part 50
Proposed Final Policy Statement on
Technical Specifications Improvements
for Nuclear Power Reactors
AGENCY:

Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

ACTION:

Final Policy Statement

SUMMARY: This statement presents the policy of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) with respect to the scope and purpose of Technical
Specifications for nuclear power plants as required by 10 CFR 50.36. It
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ADDRESSES: Submit comments to: Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555. Attention: Docketing and Service Branch.
Copies of NUREGs-1430, 1431, 1432, 1433, and 1434 may be purchased from the
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, P.O. Box 37082,
Washington, D.C. 20013-7082. Copies are also available from the National
Technical Information Service, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161. A
copy is also available for public inspection and/or copying at the NRC Public
Document Room, 2120 L Street NW., Lower Level of the Gelman Building,
Washington, D.C. The NUREGs can also be accessed through the NRC electronic
bulletin board system. Details of how to use this system were published in
the Federal Register on November 25, 1992 (57 FR 55602).
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Nanette V. les., Technical Specifications
Branch, Division of Operating Reac6r S .upport.
it.
ce of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555,
telephone (301) 492-7000.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
I.

BACKGROUND

Section 182a. of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (Act), as amended
(42 U.S.C. 2232), mandates the inclusion of Technical Specifications in
licenses for the operation of production and utilization facilities. The Act
requires that Technical Specifications include information of the amount,
kind, and source of special nuclear material, the place of use, and the
specific characteristics of the facility. That section also indicates that
Technical Specifications should contain such information as the Commission may
by rule deem necessary to enable it to find that the utilization of special
nuclear material will be in accord with the common defense aid scurt• and
will provide adequate protection of public health and safety ............
Hinall.y, that
section requires Technical Specifications to be made a part of any license

issued

dt

t

actj

Section 50.36, "Technical Specifications," which implements Section 182a. of
the Atomic Energy Act, was promulgated by the Commission on
December 17, 1968 (33 FR 18610). This rule delineates requirements for
determining the contents of Technical Specifications. Technical
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Specifications set forth the specific characteristics of the facility and the
conditions for its operation that are required to provide adequate protection
to the health and safety of the public. Specifically, 10 CFR 50.36 requires
that:
Each license authorizing operation of a production or utilization
facility of a type described in §50.21 or §50.22 will include
technical specifications. The technical specifications will be derived
from the analyses and evaluation included in the safety analysis report,
and amendments thereto, submitted pursuant to §50.34. The Commission
may include such additional technical specifications as the Commission
finds appropriate.
Technical Specifications cannot be changed by licensees without prior NRC
approval.
However, since 1969, there has been a trend towards including in
Technical Specifications not only those requirements derived from the analyses
and evaluation included in the safety analysis report but also essentially all
other Commission requirements governing the operation of nuclear power
reactors. This extensive use of Technical Specifications is due in part to a
lack of well-defined criteria (in either the body of the rule or in some other
regulatory document) for what should be included in Technical Specifications.
This has contributed to the volume of Technical Specifications and to the
several-fold increase, since 1969, in the number of license amendment
applications to effect changes to the Technical Specifications.
It has
diverted both staff and licensee attention from the more important
requirements in these documents to the extent that it has resulted in an
adverse but unquantifiable impact on safety.
On March 30, 1982, the NRC published in the Federal Register (47 FR 13369) a
proposed amendment to its regulations, 10 CFR Part 50, "Domestic Licensing of
Production and Utilization Facilities." The proposed amendment would have
revised §50.36, "Technical Specifications," to establish a new system of
specifications divided into two general categories. Only those specifications
contained in the first general category as Technical Specifications would have
become part of the operating license and woiid have require. prior NRC
approval for any changes.

Those specifications contained in ..
the second

general category would have become supplemental specifications and would not
bave required prior NRC approval for most changes. The NRC review of the
first general category of specifications would have been the same as currently
performed for Technical Specification changes, which are amendments to the
operating license. For the second category, supplemental specifications, the
licensee would have been allowed to make changes within specified conditions
without prior NRC approval.
The NRC would have reviewed these changes when
they were made and would have done so in a manner similar to that currently
used for reviewing design changes, tests, and experiments performed under the
provisions of 10 CFR 50.59. Because of difficulties with defining the
criteria for dividing the Technical Specifications into the two categories of
the proposed rule and bec)ause
other higher priority licensing work, the
rule change was deferrd ...
in th: pas

sm..ra. yearz
..

1980s, the nuclear industry and the NRC

the er

staff b
mmmegan
h.lm
....
studying the question of whether improvement to the
eurriet e.sIrig system of establishing Technical Specification requirements
-3-

for nuclear power plants 4-Y W4. needed. During tif0s• time, frame, T-he two inest
d by an NRC task group known as the
reeent studies of this issue 'were performe""
Technical Specifications Improvement Project (TSIP) and a Subcommittee of the
Atomic Industrial Forum's (AIF) Committee on Reactor Licensing and Safety.'
The overall conclusion of these studies was that manyn improvements in the
scope and content of Technical Specifications &e Were needed, and that a
joint NRC and industry program should be initiated to implement these
improvements.
Both of these groups made specific recommendations which are
summarized as follows:
1) The NRC should adopt the criteria for defining the scope of Technical
Specifications proposed in the AIF and TSIP reports. Those criteria
should then be used by the NRC and each of the nuclear steam supply
system vendor owners groups to completely rewrite and streamline the
existing STS. This process would result in many requirements being
transferred from control by Technical Specifications: requirements to
control by other mechanisms [e.g., the Final Safety" Analysis Report
(FSAR), Operating Procedures, Quality Assurance (QA) Plan] which would not
require a license amendment or prior NRC approval when changes are needed.
The new STS should include greater emphasis on human factors principles in
order to add clarity and understanding to the text of the STS. The new
STS should also provide improvements to the Bases Section of Technical
Specifications which provides the purpose for each requirement in the
specification.
2) A parallel program of short-term improvements in both the scope and
substance of the existing Technical Specifications should be initiated
in addition to developing a new STS as identified in paragraph (1) above.
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Sbomttee on :Technical Specidficationsý Improvements October:J1, 1985.
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't '•fte
menter, addres-sed specific issues di
i.n the:
Y...................
statement.. The following paarpsdics~se addressed by significan
P.,o.rtion~ of. the comnmenters or that are of particular. interest.
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in a safety bene.::,fit.

Fifteen- dindsr respondents st-rongly, supported the use of the critepriat
detrin
utr mhc
equirements (eý.g.: from generic: issues) would be
incIMedginTchnica Speikificati ons. This has been the Commission's inteta
~~n:
t PlCY
1
tatMemethsbenmdf
accordingly.
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be ~ oidrd
has
d
at Ilengt during, the development o thePol icy, Statement
tince.. the flrst three criteria in the Policy Statement are derived fr mte
planht s:-afet:y, analyi reot1ihi dtri tci nature, (but which
itselfi;!iico6rporates::
jC0
quliaiv rs insights):the nittimission bel~ tha a4
-braa 6ic at ionaof PSA :to remove hnviual requiement from TechMca
i oains. isgenera..ly counter to the philos phy: of :the:frt he
Speci
c~rit.erfia.: Hýowever, risk.insights Were' used to determine the. Val es of SOTAO
imes :and. surellne -freq.uencis f r itets retainedith
completio t~.
im'proe ST....

III.

DISCUSSION

The Commission recognizes the advantages of improved Technical Specifications.
Clarification of the scope and purpose of Technical Specifications w4-14
.•p=eide
has p .ieduseful guidance to both the NRC and industry and sheuld
serwe-a
d..erved•as
an important incentive for industry participation in a
-8-

voluntary program to improve Technical Specifications.

It will rcsult in

'T,.hnical Spc.if..ationz h:s re sulted inimproved::TS that are intended to
attention oon those plant conditions
focus licensee2!a and the plant oper••ator.!o
most important to safety. and that Thi..
should
also result in more efficient
.......
use of agency and industry resources
The Policy Statement identifies three 3bjcctiv.t four criteria for defining the
scope of Technical Specifications. These criteri aa 'are intended to be
consistent with the scope of Technical Specifications as stated in the
Statement of Consideration accompanying the current rule, 10 CFR 50.36.
The Statement of Consideration foi!rte
1
f•n.
(33 FR 18610, December 17, 1968
Specifications as including the following:

frei•ssuin 10 CV
O..•.....
4dis"cSs'ses
6e"scopeof
6
T•echn ,aic
,.al,
..

In the revised system, emphasis is placed on two general classes of
technical matters: (1) those related to prevention of accidents, and
(2) those related to mitigation of the consequences of accidents.
By
systematic analysis and evaluation of a particular facility, each
applicant is required to identify at the construction permit stage,
those items that are directly related to maintaining the integrity of
the physical barriers designed to contain radioactivity. Such items are
expected to be the subjects of Technical Specifications in the operating
license.
The first of these two general classes of technical matters to be included in
Technical Specifications is captured by criteria (1), (4),i
and to some extent
criterion (2) in that they address systems and process variables that alert
the operator to a situation when accident initiation is more likely. The
second general class of technical matters is explicitly addressed and captured
by criteria (2),, arA (3), and (41.
By applying the t-hree fol" criteria
contained in the Policy Statement a licensee should capture:-.. a'll of those
specific characteristics of its facility and the conditions for its operation
that are required to meet the principal operative standard in Section 182a. of
the Atomic Energy Act, that is, that adequate protection is provided to the
health and safety of the public.
The Commission recognizes that the three
criteria carry with hem a
ee,•,,,
theme of focusing on these the :chnlca requirements r.elated.e
t..hni.al mattcrs dealing with thýc:4"ctu
...
40of
a faeility that ar
-fe"tIWe of controlling importance to safety. Since many of the requirements
are of"'i'mmediate concern to the health and safety of the public, t-he tis
Policy Statement adopts, for the purpose of relocating requirements from
......
Technical Specifications to ether licensee-controlled documents, the
subj.e.ctive statement of the purpose of Technical.Specifications expressed by
M Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board JIp Portland General Electric
Compay (Trojan Nuclear Plant), ALAB-531, 9 NRC 263 (1979).
There, the Appeal
Board interpreted Technical Specifications as being reserved for those
conditions or limitations upon reactor operation necessary to obviate the
possibility of an abnormal situation or event giving rise to an immediate
threat to the public health and safety.
The Commission wishes to emphasize that this Policy Statement is intended to
-9-

be consistent with the language of Section 182a. of the Atomic Energy Act,
10 CFR 50.36, and previous interpretations of the regulations.
R- The.Policy
merely clarifies the scope and purpose of Technical Specifi"cations
Sttemint
byid•entifying criteria which can be used to establish, more clearly, the
framework for Technical Specifications (i.e., identify those requirements
derived from the analyses and evaluation included in the safety analysis
report and which are of immediate concern to the health and safety of the
public).
It identifies requirements which should be retained or included in
Technical Specifications and also describes a mechanism whereby o-t-her
"additional" requirements can be identified and controlled through mechanisms
other than Technical Specifications.
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The Commission does not intend that these critcria be used as the basis for
rclocation of individual LGOs. LCOs which f-a44-4 doný meet onc or more any
of the criteria below may be iremeyed
0'poe for remov1 from the Technical
- 10
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Specifications and Peleeated r•locdti:n to e-the licensee-controlled
.rocedures. The criteria may be
documents, such as the FSAR or--iccn- eapplied to either standard or custom Techni c alI Specifications. 'The omm•
iSSiOn
e tha Secrieicains.
i 'lQcnI'de
Win,
rtrai valuaing futurte gos
eneric requirements fr

1:6:: accor-dance: With this ,Pol~icy Statement, itnproved STS. have been:..
dev~elop~ed. and
tht
is
cxpccted
it
SSS: owners qroup.t-ki6wever,
fr eAc
...
.aintaie
wi..
cach of tth66
ncear 4tcam supply system Wcndbr'owners -groups will undeir-t 'ake
the devlp enof reviscd 15bcd on this
ttmcnt,
"ciy and we Th1
Comsinencourages. licensees to use the iaevyised J6proved STS as the basis
forther idiidual' Dlant.-snectIt'Technical SDecificaios
QrIOt

The NRC will gie-# first
.......
•-)...th
ig t priority in its Technical
Specifications improvemenmtefforýts'•" " the review and approval of "e
..
Me
a.p......lic.tion.
..
ec
r""itdSTS and t
plant-specific lie--se
ifi~~~I
~
i MT~A I~hiiT"~~
h~caI nn *JLA26m
JA~t~mh

Approved short term Technical Specifications improvements will be included in
the revised STS. The reyised STS and indiyidual license amendment requests
that are submittdd b•asd -A.A.
nthis Policy Statement should inzorpratz -all term.
and pry ...
of the Policy Statement.
The following criteria delineate those constraints on design and operation of
nuclear power plants that are derived from the plant safety analysis report ";
P
f a
and tt belong in Technical Specifications in accordance with
10".FR 50".36"ad the"purpose of Technical Specifications stated above.
Criterion 1: Installed instrumentation that is used to detect, and indicate
in the control room, a significant abnormal degradation of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary:
Discussion of Criterion 1: A basic concept in the adequate protection
of the public health and safety is the prevention of accidents.
Instrumentation is installed to detect significant abnormal degradation
of the reactor coolant pressure boundary so as to allow operator actions
to either correct the condition or to shut down the plant safely, thus
reducing the likelihood of a loss-of-coolant accident.

- 11
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This criterion is intended to ensure that Technical Specifications
control those instruments specifically installed to detect excessive
reactor coolant system leakage. Whis
should
Iciterion
not• however..
be

'ptrp~rete p. inc: ud: instrume'nt'A`ti .on
tdetect pecursors to eato
rSS~ure,:
eaka~ge. or 1:nstrumentation .to: identify the.. ..
XX boundary,
:Y:i...........
sou~eofactual:!leakage
loose
Ieg. parts *nonitor,: seismic

Cobn

Antrment:ato,

Criterion 2:

v eposit~oion ndicators)

A process variable, deseign f.ature

or opeing restriction

.den•':..ie.......t
ia.s....g
s
.t....:.'.T.ansien•t`
DBA+,or Tr:..•.r..i
1.en

that is an initial condition of a De"si

analysis that either assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the
integrity of a fission product barrier:
Discussion of Criterion 2: Another basic concept in the adequate
protection of the public health and safety is that the plant shall be
operated within the bounds of the initial conditions assumed in the
existing Design Basis Accident and Transient analyses and that the plant

iii•

i~ iii
ii~ iii rT.i~iiiii•

!i

!i!

i• .................
• •!!i• ii i! nl

.ev...Ve.nts, analyzed in the
... ast."B.U"
"a..d....
o o t......ult6ndi'..
onss .e..ve....p...
anal"ys""e"s"'

• .....

*tYt
63.•n4l
4"i•

Analysis Report (FSAR+, for which a structure, system, or component must
meet specified functional goals. These analyses are contained in
Chapters 6 and 15 of the FSAR (or equivalent chapters) and are
identified as Condition II, Il,
or IV events (ANSI N 18.2) (or
equivalent) that either assume the failure of or present a challenge to
the integrity of a fission product barrier.
As used in Criterion 2, process variables are only those parameters for
which specific values or ranges of values have been chosen as reference
bounds in the Design Basis Accident or Transient analyses and which are
monitored and controlled during power operation such that process values
remain within the analysis bounds. P................s
.........
y

................................
Theprpose of
a

hie crit~ .erion

istodcapoulythose dirctly
v

oritblesdha

heatves
inihrateticslha
nteDsg
araleuecll
assumedBssAcdnt adeTasient

analyses, and which are monitored and controlled during power operation.
trnseU are maintained within the established values,
As long a.9
as these variables
c.l
i.t..e
e..
.e..t.b..y....lowur..
featu
risk to. the public safetyK
is..e
presumed
to be acetal lw
Ti l o.

Criterion 3: A structure, system, or component that is part of the primary
success path and which functions or actuates to mitigate a Design Basis
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Accident or Transient that either assumes the failure of or presents a
challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier:
Discussion of Criterion 3: A third concept in the adequate protection
of the public health and safety is that in the event that a postulated
Design Basis Accident or Transient should occur, structures, systems,
and components are available to function or to actuate in order to
mitigate the consequence of the Design Basis Accident or Transient.
Safety sequence analyses or their equivalent have been performed in
recent years and provide a method of presenting the plant response to an
accident. These can be used to define the primary success paths.
A safety sequence analysis is a systematic examination of the actions
required to mitigate the consequences of events considered in the
plant's Design Basis Accident and Transient analyses, as presented in
Chapters 6 and 15 of the plant's Final Safety Analy•i•
Report iSAR (or
equivalent chapters). Such a safety sequence analysis consides all
applicable events, whether explicitly or implicitly presented. The
primary success path of a safety sequence analysis consists of the
combination and sequences of equipment needed to operate (including
consideration of the single failure criteria), so that the plant
response to Design Basis Accidents and Transients limits the
consequences of these events to within the appropriate acceptance
criteria.
It is the intent of this criterion to capture into Technical
Specifications only those structures, systems, and components that are
part of the primary success path of a safety sequence analysis. Also
captured by this criterion are those support and actuation systems that
are necessary for items in the primary success path to successfully
function. Th prmr ucs ahfrA ~r~ua oeo prt
doe it i~nc~k....x.•
• ...•.•... .....
.q
i......... It is t
romm i
policy

thatklicnses
biknt
thei Tverhiale
high,
actio
srbainisnt
sheal
safety~ssoNO
tic reai
thand
safety •ic
. Spwerifrationso
be siifican
pblicealt
sttempents

nureveillans

e Reuirementlvs

fur the foldlhtowing

yses.

appicnablet),uesstm.orcmpn
which operating
adSAhvgerllsowtorb
experience

tha

O

°
o

liensees oretIoatinontheirTcnica

Residual Heat Removal {-RHR-)-,
Standby Liquid Control •-SB4-C-,
and
Recirculation Pump Trip R-T-+.
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Spec•-•Ifications Conese, ato

cognizcs that fcatures of plant design and opcration not
A
The Commisso
addrcssd in the safety analysis repert's Design Basis Aecidcnts or
Transicnt Analyses
Ian
in Heneases, be signifieant contributors to the
plant's oerl cor em._t probability and risk. As stated in
10 CFR 50.36, the Gommisi.nHay include such additional Technical
Speeificatiens as the Commission finds appropriatc. Based on this, an
eonsistent with the Commission's Safety Coal and Severe Accident Poliey
Statements, the Gemmission finds that risk evaluatiens are an apprepriate
tool for defining requirements that shouldI be retaincd or ineludcd inl
Teehnical Spccifications where including such requirements is eonsistcn
with the purpose of Technical Specifications as defined aboYc.

The. . Commission
expects that owners
..... . . . . .......

.rupse

, in preparing
...
..
. their

Aproposals to streamline the STS T... clSeiialo
ill utiliziic
4P6t" io.00

eae

v

n

availableliterature on risk inig shts
and"PSs. Thisaeria"houi'' b"
employed to strengthen the technical bases for those requirements that
remain in Technical Specifications, when applicable, and to verify that
none of the requirements to be relocated contain constraints of prime
importance in limiting the likelihood or severity of the accident
sequences that are commonly found to dominate risk. Similarly, the t
staff will also employ risk insights and PSAs in evaluating the ...ev. •s..

&r&Te~niA1

pfctosrltdsbnta
M

in some eases, plant specific PSAs or risk surveys conducted, for cxamplce,

pursuant to the Commission's Sec.r. Accident Policy, may be a.ailable to
lie.ns...
as they prepare license amendments to adopt the re+ised STS +t

their plant, or to streamline custom Technical Specifications under this
Policy Statement.

Where such PSAs or sur.eys are a.ailable, they sh.oud

be used to strengthen the Bases and screen these Tcchnieal Speeification
to be relocated, as suggested above. Where such plant specific risk
surveys arc unavailable, licensees should utilize the available

literature

on risk insights and PSAs, as described above. However, licensees nee
not ..await
PSA
availin
.. .... the
~~~~.. ...pcrformanee
.... ..
..
.. of
.. plant
. . .specific
.. .
. .. studies
v. ..
3before
C ,
,
themselves of this policy. As in the ease of the revised STS discussd
above, the Staff will also utilize risk insights and PSAs in evaluatin
the plant specific submittals.i Further, as a part of the Commission's

ongoing programofi
...... .mproving Technical Specifications, it will continue
ieeaireh -4-"t ~*~i
methods to make better use of risk and reliability
C
as
ati a `i
format;:-:f"
for defining future generic Technical
Specification requ... met
..
,s.
Requirements which would be relocated from Technical Specifications to alnether
licensee-controlled document (e.g., the FSAR and 10 Cm 50.59, Operating
- 14
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ecurity P.ian, the QA Plan, or Fire Protection Plan) may be
P.eeedures-., th
-changed or deleted in conjunction with the filing of .thc ric.y..d STS or 3f
individual licenzsc amcndmecnt Titehi•alS'ef ti.ýioa related requests to
implement this Policy Statement. The package cont'aininn...
g
••th• •rc;'izcd STS or
the amendment request must contain a clear statement of the basis fof•Jqfý!
the
.,••,,r•mnts to be •hanged or
^- d
rca^e,
deletedi
, a safety evaluation,
and a statement that the changes have beeni"'" reviewb"y""ei" ""
a multidisciplinary
group of responsible, technical supervisory personnel, including onsite
operations personnel.
Appropriate Surveillance Requirements and Actionis statements should be
retained for each LCO which remains or is included in the Technical
Specifications.
Each LCO, Action St+atef••,,,,t, and Surveillance Requirement
should have supporting Bases. The Bases should at a minimum address the
following questions and cite references to appropriate licensing documentation
(e.g., FSAR, Topical Report) to support the Bases.
1. What is the justification for the Technical Specification, i.e., which
•ol•i•cy.S.t.em.
criterion requires it to be in the Technical

Specificat"ons?
2.

What are the Bases for each LCO, i.e., why was it determined to be the
lowest functional capability or performance level for the system or
component in question necessary for safe operation of the facility and,
what are the reasons for the Appli^abl: Operaitional Meodz(s) for
A .p•..:bV:i.y ~,f the LCO?

3.

What are the Bases
remedial action be
this Action relate
and what justifies
reduced state from
period?

for each Action Stateme•
t, i.e., why should this
taken if the associated LCO cannot be met; how does
to other Actioný Statements associated with the LCO;
continued operation of the system or component at the
the state specified in the LCO for the allowed time

4. What are the Bases for each Limiting Safety System Scttin
5.

afetifif
•

t-"?

What are the Bases for each Surveillance Requirement and Surveillance
inter'-•a
•.ic; i.e., what specific functional requirement is the
surveillance desflg•gned to verify?
•-aii
Why is this surveillance
necessary at the specified frequency to assure that the system or
component function is maintained, that facility operation will be within
the Safety Limits, and that the LCO will be met?
NOTE: In answering these questions the Bases for each number (e.g., Tip
S"t-p~e- ,W, A I wble Value.... Response Time, Al:ewed-O:e!e Gompleti:n:Time,
Surve illance -`-!iý e*..... I Frq
VYV), state, condition, a'.nd de"fini""ti on
(e.g., operability) should b•ci""C'
rly specified. As an example, a number
might be based on engineering judgment, past experience, eadjor PSA
insights; but this should be clearly stated.

The Gomzzo recognizcz that ccrtain amendments to the regulationz-maty be
nccczzary before the contcnt of Technical Spccifleations ean be 1iimited
entirely to the purpesc defined abovc as ernbodicd in the associated criteria
- 15
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(e g., §50.36a on Radiological Environmental Tcchnical Specifications would
have to be amended before radiologieal effluent eontrols can be transfcrrcd
from the Tcchnieal Spccifications to ether documcnts). The Staff will
initiate in parallel with issuancz of this Policy Statement the rule changes
neccssary to fully implement this Policy Statement.
To givc added assurancc that the conditions and limitations eurrcntlýy
eontaincd in Tcchnical Spccifications that will be rcmovcd arc adequately
eontrollcd, the NRC will gie nrAsc attention to changcs made pursuant to
§50.59 and to the administrativc eontrol rcquircmcnets of the Tcchnica
Speeifications. The NRC is paying eloscr attcntion to FSAR updates, and will
spccifieally look for changcs which potentially violate §50.59. The Staff is
encouraging industry to get the help of the institute of Nuclcar Pewc
Opcrations (INPO) and the support of the Nuclcar Utility Management Rcsourcc
Committee (NUMARC), in sponsoring activities to cneouragc the highest quality
for utility rcvicw of ehangcs including these made pursuant to §60.5'9. Thc
NRC will work with industry to devclop a standard for the coAnduct of "Q -'rcviws. This standard will then be afforded regulatory status (e.g., by a
separate poliey statcmcn~t, regulatory guide, or gcnerie letter). In the
interim, utilities that choosc to file an application to amend their Technical
2lbi*.d, Enclosurc 1, Table 3.1.
Spccifications in accordance with this Policy Statcmcnt must have in place
administratiyc controls to ensure that changes made pursuant to §50.59 are
made only after thc bases for the requirement havc been clearly established
and after rcvicw by a multidisciplinar rcic group madc up of responsible
technical supcryisery personnel, including onsite opcrations pcrsonnel. In
.cqirmcts
arc rclocatcd to planit
addition, if Technical Specification
procedurcs, thcn thc rcviscd Tcchnical Spccifications must contain
administratiyc controls to ensure that they are appropriately maintained and
implemented. The Staff will issue guidanec on the appropriate contro
mechanisms for requirements removyed from Technical Specifications (e.g., FSAR
amendments, procedures, or other licensee controlled documet)i time for
use when thc Policy Statement is issued in final form.
When licensees submit amendment requests based on this Policy Statement, they
should identify the location of and controls for the technical and
administrative requirements of the remvc. d Technical Specificatios" relocated
The NRC staff will carefully review these submittals to ensure
requirements.
;•ai)eptabýtoeach
relocated
X.
the accountability.. d
tth` ui-nebt
.3 br ,l
oat dt th Fa":dwl
reavirement. 14' an

-
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The Commission emphasizes the importance of a well-planned transition for
licensees who plan to convert to the improved STS. Such a transition should
include careful consideration of procedure revisions and operator training to
ensure safe operation during and following the conversion.
The NRC will, consistent with its mission, allocate resources as necessary to
implement this Policy Statement.
V.

ENFORCEMENT POLICY

Any changes to a licensee's Technical Specifications to apply this Policy
Statement's criteria will be made by the license amendment process prior to
implementation. Gentinued Compliance with Technical Specifications is
eice ti commitments contained in
and wi-thb
iConuBss1
tu.. Atf•he
ethi licensee-controlled'documents is rceu•i-'•d epete by the Commission.
Violations and deviations will, as in the past, bie •:.:•.. t t§ h
d'e
Aft••rA.1
e•it the N Enforcement Policy in 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix"C'"..(986)

..... .....................................

If a licensee elects to apply these criteria, the requirements of the removed
specifications will be relocated to the Final Safct Aalysi: Rcport (FSAR+ or
other licensee-controlled documents.
Licensees mww A•e to operate their
facilities in conformance with the descriptions of theIr"ifcilities and

prqoeures in their FSAR. unless thc ehanAc iz rcficwed
.n
.proc
...............
ocedures n .. therF A... .................
... tA
.. . . r. .. .
in
accordanice with 10 'CFR950.9 The Cmiso iltk prpit
enforcement action to ensure that licensees comply with FSAR commitmcnts and
10 CFR 50.59. Changes t-e
eIn accordane ith the provisions of other
1~ne-o
Tro1
documents
(e.g., QA*..pilan,ýirements
Securiant
•eeeduiie .............
are.
)
subect
.... to the
tes.
especific..e.q
for
thoe. docmets
i6ject
specific requ"i"e•e
""S
Tor'those
documents.
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Nothing in this Policy Statement shall limit the authority of the NRC to
conduct inspections as deemed necessary and to take appropriate enforcement
action when regulatory requirements or commitments are not met.

ADDITIONAL V'IEW~S OF COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE

Commnissioner Assclstine adds the following: I disapprevc this interim poliey
statement. Although 1 support an effort to bring about improemeients in plant
Tcchnical Specifications, 1 belieye that this policy statement mnust b
modified in four rcspects: First, any such pclicy should eontain an cxplieit
statement that the Commission will not entertain changes in testing and
suryeillancc intervals and allowed outage times until licenc maitenance
---J-~....J
~...4T
1,Cl4,~.
+6 .+
in
c
ne
r gicn the flexibility afforded
weakns the C
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should be strengthened bcferc lins
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T would appreciate recein.g co-mments on the above.
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Dated at Washington, D.C., this

day of

_______,'M~a

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary of the Commission
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ENCLOSURE 3

Updated Analysis of Public Comments
on the Commissions's
Interim Policy Statement on
Technical Specifications Improvements

Presented with changes from the analysis of public comments
contained in SECY-87-269, as indicated by revision bars in the
right margin of the Staff Response.

Comment
1.

Commenter(s) with
Opposing View

Commenter(s)

Staff Response

General Comments
4, 5, 18

None.

17

4, 19

None.

The NRC should issue the final
Policy Statement promptly.

10, 14, 15,
17, 25, 26,
29

4, 23

The Staff believes that issuance of the
final Policy Statement at this [1987]
time is not in the best interest of
safety. Although the staff has
experienced trial usage of the criteria
and has confidence in the foundation of
the Policy Statement, the statement has
not had the test of time. The staff
believes that an additional few months'
use will be ample to allow it to make a
reasoned Judgement on the effectiveness
of the statement. In the meantime, the
industry can expect stability in the
criteria and their application.

d.

The Policy Statement will tend to
improve safety.

1, 7, 9, 19

4, 18

The staff agrees.

e.

The Policy Statement should be
voluntary.

1,
15,
19,
25,

None

The staff agrees.

a.

Commenter states general support for
the Policy Statement and overall
Technical Specification Improvement
Program.

1,
7,
11,
15,
19,
22,
25,
28,

b.

The need for the Policy Statement
and improving TS is apparent.

c.

2, 3, 6,
8, 9, 10,
12, 14,
16, 17,
20, 21,
23, 24,
26, 27,
29

6, 9, 10,
16, 17,
20, 24,
26, 29

-

-

Comment
1.

Commenter(s)

Commenter(s) with
Opposing View

Staff Response

General Comments (continued)

f.

The TS screening criteria should be
used in qualifying future generic
items for inclusion in TS.

1,
7,
12,
16,
21,

2, 3, 6,
8, 10,
14, 15,
17, 19,
29

None

The staff agrees.

g.

The NRC should use these criteria
now in day-to-day licensing
activities dealing with plantspecific TS.

11,

16, 24

None

TS improvements based on the policy
statement may be proposed by licensees,
provided they appropriately reflect the
substance of a complete portion of the
improved STS, including Bases. Such
proposals will be used to develop lineitem improvements that the NRC staff
will submit for generic approval by the
Committee to Review Generic
Requirements.

h.

Past generic TS requirements that
are still not implemented should be
reassessed using the selection
criteria.

16, 19

None

License amendments implementing existing
generic requirements will be evaluated
against the improved STS with regard to
the scope of the requirements and, as
such, will be reassessed to the criteria
in the Policy Statement.

i.

Implementing the Policy Statement
could increase (not decrease) the
administrative burden on the NRC.

4

2, 3, 9

Implementing the Policy Statement will
result in a significant reduction in the
size (approximately 40 percent less) and
complexity of TS. There will be a
short-term administrative burden, (to
review the new STS and licensees
amendments based on them), but the
cumulative longer term burden will be
significantly reduced (because of the
need for fewer TS amendment requests and
the need for fewer TS interpretations).

-2-

Comment
1.

Commenter(s)

Commenter(s) with
Opposing View

Staff Response

General Comments (continued)

J.

The NRC should dedicate the
8, 9, 10,
resources necessary to ensure that
14, 16, 19
new STS/TS submittals from owners
groups and licensees are reviewed in
a timely manner. (In some cases,
the commenter approved of the
statement in the interim Policy
Statement that the NRC would
allocate the necessary resources).

None

The Commission agrees that the new
STS/TS submittals should be reviewed in
a timely manner and is giving this work
high priority.

k.

Licensees should be permitted to
adopt short-term improvements to
their TS without committing to the
other improvements identified in the
Policy Statement.

12

None

See response to comment 1.g.

1.

The Proposed Rule [Policy Statement]
does not seem to contain any
criteria for invoking or ignoring
the Backfit Rule.

18

None

TS improvements resulting from the
interim Policy Statement will not be the
result of "new or amended provision in
the Commission or the imposition of a
regulatory staff position interpreting
the Commission rules that is either new
or different from a previously
applicable staff position [emphasis
added]." While the Policy Statement
provides for voluntary implementation,
the staff will use 10 CFR 50.109 if a
licensee adopting the improved STS does
not volunteer to implement specific
requirements more restrictive than its
current Technical Specifications.

-3-
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Comment
1.

Commenter(s)

Commenter(s) with
Opposing View

Staff Response

General Comments (continued)

m.

The Proposed Rule would
inappropriately allow avoiding
unresolved safety issues (USIs) by
reclassifying them into the FSAR,
QA, or using other means that would
not require a license amendment or
prior NRC approval.

18

None

The Policy Statement has no bearing on
USIs or their technical resolutions.

n.

The Proposed Rule weakens the
inadequate inspection even further
by allowing licensees to reclassify
any embarrassing or deficient
actions out of the sight of the NRC,
Federal Emergency Management Agency,
local and state authorities, and
anybody else that they want to
avoid.

18

None

In the past the decision as to what
should be a TS was made on the basis of
very general guidance. As a result,
staff positions of little importance
were allowed to become TS. The
attention given these staff positions -simply because they were TS -- was out
of balance with the safety need. As a
result, both staff and licensee
resources were not efficiently used in
changing, enforcing, inspecting,
auditing, and monitoring activities
associated with them. The Policy
Statement criteria allow the less
important staff postions to be relocated
to documents that may be changed by
other change processes approved by the
NRC.
If a change to the relocated staff
positions is covered by 10 CFR 50.59 and
involves an unreviewed safety question,
the licensee must get prior NRC
This will allow better use of
approval.
NRC resources.
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Comment
2.
a.

Commenter(s)

Commenter(s) with
Opposing View

Staff Response

Comments Related to the Technical Specification Screening Criteria
The TS screening criteria are
adequate.

1, 1O, 12,

2", 3S,

15, 16, 17,

19, 20, 25

4, 18, 23

The majority of commenters supported the
three criteria in the interim policy
statement. The staff has added a fourth
criterion for operational experience and
risk significance to more explicitly
address matters previously included in
the discussion of the criteria. Based
on the experience gained during
development of the improved STS and
initial lead-plant conversions, the
staff concludes that the criteria, as
modified, are adequate.
Two commenters are opposed to any action
by NRC that would remove items from the
previous standard TS or existing
licenses. This view fails to recognize
that the criteria serve to define what
provisions need to be controlled by TS.

* Commenter stated that Criterion 2 should address parameter determined by core design, not continuously

monitored by the operator, and controlled by other parameters (e.g., moderator temperature coefficient).
Criterion 3 should clarify the point at which an event no longer poses an immediate threat.
b.

There should be a 4th criterion
"Process variable, structures,
systems, or components that are
elements of a primary success path
of a safety sequence (including
support and actuation systems) that
are necessary during any anticipated
operational sequence."

The staff believes that expansion to
this degree embraces too many less
important features that would
unnecessarily burden both industry and
the staff. Requirements related to
safety significant anticipated
operational sequences are captured as
elements of the "Design Basis ...
transient analysis" discussed in
Criterion 2 and Criterion 3.

23

-5-

Comment
2.
c.

3.
a.

Commenter(s)

Commenter(s) with
Opposing View

Staff Response

Comments Related to the Technical Specification Screening Criteria (continued)
Rulemaking to codify the TS
screening criteria should begin
immediately (or in parallel with
implementing the final Policy
Statement).

8, 10, 14,
21, 24

None

The interim Policy Statement
contemplated rulemaking. However, the
staff now believes that rulemaking is
unnecessary. The Final Policy Statement
can be adequately applied under the
existing language of 10 CFR 50.36.

1, 9, .10

None

The Policy Statement states that
licensees need not await plant-specific
PRAs to avail themselves of this policy.
This statement, in conjunction with the
statement that owners groups and
licensees make use of the "available"
literature on risk insights and PRA when
implementing the Policy Statement, make
it abundantly clear that new PRAs (by
either the licensees or owners groups)
are not required as a result of this
policy.

Comments Related to the Use of PRA
The statement that licensees should
not have to await the performance of
plant-specific PRAs before availing
themselves of the policy should be
clarified.

-6-

Comment
3.
b.

Commenter(s)

Commenter(s) with
Opposing View

Staff Response

Comments Related to the Use of PRA (continued)
Because the Policy Statement
recognizes PRA as an appropriate
tool for deciding not to relocate
certain requirements out of TS, PRA
should also be recognized as an
appropriate tool for removing TS of
low risk that would otherwise be
retained by the criteria.

2, 3, 10,
12, 25

None

-7-

The staff appreciates the logic of this
comment, but notes that this approach to
TS has been considered at length during
the development of the Policy Statement.
Since the objective criteria in the
Policy Statement are derived from the
plant safety analysis report, which is
deterministic in nature, the staff
believes that a broad application of
this approach is generally counter to
the philosophy of these criteria.
Specifically, staff believes that it
would be inappropriate at this time to
allow requirements which meet one or
more of the objective criteria to be
deleted from Technical Specifications
based solely on PRA. However, PRA
analyses have been used as a basis for
extending surveillance intervals
required for reactor protection system
testing by TS. The staff will consider
requests for TS changes based on PRA and
other applicable considerations.

I

Comment
3.

Commenter(s)

Commenter(s) with
Opposing View

Staff Response

Comments Related to the Use of PRA (continued)

c.

PRA should not be used to define the
content of TS (or PRA use should be
kept to a minimum).

10, 11, 12,
16, 20, 24

None

The Policy Statement is in general
agreement with this comment. The
content of TS should be consistent with
the regulations and with the guidance
contained in the Policy Statement.
Three of the criteria define objective
safety requirements, and a fourth
criterion is included to make explicit
that PRA insights are to be
appropriately used to supplement the
objective criteria to the extent that
requirements are found to be of prime
importance in limiting risk consistent
with the purpose of TS.

d.

The Policy Statement should be
clearer on how PRA is to be used
(e.g., by owners groups). Perhaps
the statement should indicate that,
based on risk, requirements for four
systems that did not meet the
criteria must remain in TS, and that
absent significant new risk
insights, few additional systems are
expected to fall into this category.

8, 11,

None

Adoption of this comment would
essentially eliminate the use of PRA for
evaluating the need for future
requirements. The staff believes that
the Policy Statement discussion on the
use of PRA is appropriate. The four
systems identified in the Policy
Statement are not intended to be
exhaustive. It is incumbent upon each
owners group and licensee to use risk
insights and PRA to ensure that
requirements needed to limit risk in
specific plant designs are appropriately
included in the TS.

e.

The NRC's continued research in
methods to make better use of risk
and reliability should be
coordinated with industry.

19

None

The staff agrees with this comment.

16

-8-

Commenter(s) with

Comment
3.
f.

4.

Commenter(s)

Opposing View

Staff Response

Comments Related to the Use of PRA (continued)
The Commission should not, and
arguably may not, impose a
requirement or presumption on
licensees that PRAs are to be used
in making improvements to TS
pursuant to the Policy Statement.

24

None

The Policy Statement outlines a
voluntary program of Technical
Specification Improvements.

Comments Related to Upgrading Bases

a.

The Policy Statement should clarify
whether reference can be made in the
Bases section of TS to the FSAR,
topical reports, etc., as opposed to
including the specific details in
the Bases.

10

None

10 CFR 50.36 states that "A summary
statement of the bases or reasons for
such specifications... shall also be
included in the application..." This
wording implies that the details may be
elsewhere. Thus, references are
intended and often needed to supplement
the summary statements of the Bases for
requirements.

b.

Lack of improved Bases on a plantspecific basis should not prevent
issuance of a plant license
amendment containing the improved
TS.

16

None

Licensees that volunteer to convert to
the improved STS are expected to conform
to the improved Bases, consistent with
the licensing basis for the facility.
Licensees that propose line-item
improvements based on the improved STS
are expected to submit associated Bases
in the license amendment application
that are derived from the improved STS
but consistent with the form of the
existing Bases.

-9-

Commenter(s) with

Comment

Opposing View

Commenter(s)

Staff Response

Comments Related to Upgrading Bases (continued)

4.

c.

TS Bases should be deleted from the
operating license and controlled
under the provisions of
10 CFR 50.59.

16

None

10 CFR 50.36 clearly states that the
Bases are not part of the TS.
10 CFR 50.59 applies to the FSAR but
arguably does not apply to the Bases.
Accordingly, an administrative control
has been included in the improved STS to
ensure that the content of the Bases is
appropriately maintained by a process
like that required by 10 CFR 50.59.

d.

To the extent previously approved TS 24
remain unchanged following
application of the interim Policy
Statement, licensees should not have
to address seriatim of each of the
questions posed (related to Bases
upgrade).

None

The Policy Statement provides a
voluntary TS improvement program under
which licensees may propose complete
conversions or line-item improvements
that appropriately include the substance
of the safety requirements consistent
with each licensee's current Technical
Specifications. For line-item
improvements, the staff expects
licensees to adopt the improved Bases to
the extent that they are consistent with
the existing plant licensing basis.

5.
a.

Comments Related to Implementation of the Policy Statement
The Policy Statement should better
address its implementation by the
NRC staff.

The Commission has given priority status
to implementation of this Policy
Statement. The staff believes that the
Commission need not (and should not)
include the details of implementing the
Policy Statement in the Policy Statement
itself. The staff will work with the
Commission and industry, as appropriate,
to develop methods to implement the
policy.

2, 8, 10, 12 None

-

10

-

Comment
5.
b.

Commenter(s)

Commenter(s) with
Opposing View

Comments
Related to Implementation
of th~ Pnlirv Stat~mAnt
(continued)
mm
I II
the Policv Statement
None
The NRC should discuss plant7, 15, 16,
specific implementation with
17, 19, 20
industry to ensure that
implementation will be attractive
and encouraged.

Staff Response

The staff will work with industry to
develop appropriate methods to implement
the Policy. The staff recognizes that
implementation of the Policy Statement
is voluntary.

c.

The Policy Statement should include
guidance with regard to the nosignificant-hazard consideration
determination required by
10 CFR 50.91.

2, 3, 7, 10,
12, 14, 20

None

The staff will work with industry to
determine the extent to which
significant hazards determinations can
be done on a generic basis.

d.

The Commission should set goals for
the staff relative to implementation
of the Policy Statement.

2, 3, 10

None

Detailed schedules for implementing the
Policy Statement need not (and should
not) be included in the Policy
Statement. The Commission has indicated
that TS improvement is important and a
priority task. Moreover, the Commission
has stated that, consistent with its
mission, it will allocate resources as
necessary to implement the Policy.
Detailed schedules for implementing the
Policy will in large part be dependent
on the timeliness and quality of
industry submittals which implement the
Policy.

- 11
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Comment
5.
e.

f.

Commenter(s)

Commenter(s) with
Opposing View

Polkcv Statement (continued)
Comments Related to Implementation of the
of the Policv Statement
None
1, 6, 7, 9,
Licensees should be able to apply
10, 12, 15,
the Policy Statement to related
17, 21
portions of their TS as opposed to
all of their LCOs.

Licensees should be allowed to
selectively apply the Policy
Statement screening criteria to
their TS without having to make the
other improvements discussed in the
Policy Statement (e.g., human
factors, reformatting, and Bases
upgrade).

1, 2, 3, 6,
12, 15, 17,
19, 20, 24,
28

None

- 12 -

Staff Response

The Commission will entertain requests
based on the criteria for individual
license amendments that evaluate all of
the Limiting Conditions for Operation
(LCOs) for an individual plant to
determine which LCOs should be included
In
in the Technical Specifications.
addition, the Commission will also
entertain requests to adopt portions of
the improved STS, even if the licensee
does not adopt all STS improvements.
These portions shall include all related
requirements and will normally be
developed as line-item improvements by
the NRC staff.
Licensees that volunteer to completely
convert to the improved STS are expected
to conform to all of the improvements,
consistent with the licensing basis for
the facility. The interim Policy
Statement has been revised to clarify
that other licensees may propose lineitem improvements to their existing TS
based on the improved STS which are
expected to be derived from the improved
STS but consistent with the form of the
existing TS.

Comment

Commenter(s)

Commenter(s) with
Opposing View

5.

Comments Related to Implementation of the Policy Statement (continued)

g.

The Policy Statement can be applied
to licensees with either Standard or
custom TS. Therefore, licensees
implementing the Policy Statement
should not have to convert to the
new STS.

1, 6, 11,

h.

When developing plant-specific TS
based on the Policy Statement and
new TS, licensees should be able to
pick (at their discretion) values
for specific technical requirements
from either their existing TS or
from the new TS.

i.

The Policy Statement should be
modified to provide for timely
consideration of plant-specific
amendment requests (plants with
custom TS) as well as plants that
use or adopt the new STS.

Staff Response

None

Complete conversion to the improved STS
provides the maximum safety benefit
through the combination of optimal scope
of requirements, human factors
enhancements, and improved Bases.
However, experience in the development
of the improved STS has demonstrated
that safety benefits can also be
achieved through line-item improvements.
The Policy Statement allows licensees to
voluntarily pursue either approach.

7

None

Licensees will be encouraged to adopt as
much of the new STS as possible.
However, where a licensee has a TS value
different from the STS it will be
allowed to retain that value in the
revised TS if appropriate justification
for that value is provided.

10, 12, 24

20

The most efficient manner to deal with
issues related to TS improvement is
generally through the STS revision
process. The Policy Statement provides
that amendments adopting all of the STS
will be given priority in recognition of
the efficiencies of standardization.
However, line-item improvements will
also be given high priority.

17
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Comment
5.

Commenter(s) with
Opposing View

Commenter(s)

Staff Response

Comments Related to Implementation of the Policy Statement (continued)

J.

The Commission should entertain
exemption requests (e.g., to
10 CFR 50.36a - RETS) to allow full
implementation of the Policy
Statement.

2, 3,

k.

The Policy Statement should be
modified to clarify what is meant by
"The Commission does not intend that
these criteria be used as the basis
for relocation of individual LCOs."

23

None

The Policy Statement has been modified
to clarify this statement.

1.

Before NRC implements the Policy
Statement, NRC should develop and
submit for public comment the
standards it will use to evaluate
amendment requests based on the
stated criteria.

23

None

The staff has been developing guidelines
for reviewing amendment requests to
adopt all or portions of the improved
STS for individual plants. These
guidelines have been made public. The
staff will continue to develop
additional guidelines and make these
available to the public.

m.

NRC should abstain from Implementing
the Policy Statement until it has
promulgated the rules necessary for
implementation.

23

None

As discussed in SECY-86-310, rule
changes are not necessary to implement
the Commission Policy Statement.

10, 19 None

-

14

-

The owners groups have discussed
possible exemption requests to further
enhance the achievements of the improved
STS. The Commission will evaluate such
requests against the criteria in
10 CFR 50.12 when they are formally
submitted. Other initiatives for
regulatory improvements may otherwise
prompt rulemaking. Until then, the
staff believes that the objectives of
the Policy Statement can be achieved
without the need for rulemaking.

Comment
5.
n.

6.

Commenter(s)

Commenter(s) with
Opposing View

Staff Response

Comments Related to Implementation of the Policy Statement (continued)
The NRC should make improvements to
TS (like human factors,
reformatting, and improved Bases)
before it allows licensees to
relocate requirements out of TS.

None

4

Studies of TS problems found no
compelling safety concerns to justify a
mandatory program of TS improvements.
NRC's rules prohibit costly changes that
cannot be justified on the basis of
safety. Thus, staff elected to effect a
program where licensees may voluntarily
apply the TS criteria if they improve
the human factors aspects of TS and
write good Bases.

Comments Related to the Content of the Policy Statement

a.

The Policy Statement should be
expanded to address other items that
are unnecessarily included as part
of the operating license (e.g.,
Environmental TS).

17

None

The scope of the Policy Statement is
intentionally restricted to TS
improvement. Staff believes that it
would be impracticable to address
broader regulatory concerns in this
Policy Statement.

b.

The Policy Statement should
acknowledge that the new STS will be
reviewed and handled like other
topical reports.

10

None

The staff does not believe that this
statement is needed.

c.

The Policy Statement should include
the appropriate control mechanism
for all requirements in TS that will
be relocated (not just that are
relocated to plant procedures).

11,

None

The staff believes that the details of
implementation need not (and should not)
be included in the Policy Statement.
However, the control mechanisms are
further discussed.

d.

The Policy Statement should identify
specific short-term improvements
under consideration and also specify
a schedule to resolve these issues.

20

None

The staff believes that this level of
detail for implementation is not needed
in the Policy Statement.

16
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Comment
6.

Commenter(s)

Commenter(s) with
Opposing View

Staff Response

Comments Related to the Content of the Policy Statement (continued)

e.

The Policy Statement should identify
specific rule changes that are under
consideration and also specify a
schedule to resolve these issues.

20

None

The staff has concluded that rulemaking
is not necessary to achieve the
objectives of the Policy Statement.

f.

The Policy Statement should endorse
the application of human factors
engineering to the format to TS.

25

None

The Policy Statement has been revised to
clarify this point.

7.

Miscellaneous Comments

a.

The commenter endorses AIF comments
(commenter 10).

1

N/A

None.

b.

The commenter endorses BWROG
comments (commenter 16).

22

N/A

None.

c.

If the regulatory burden on
licensees posed by TS is too great,
the licensees should beef up their
management and the NRC its
enforcement, rather than reduce the
regulatory burden.

4

None

The Policy Statement allows licensees to
delete from TS those requirements that
were inappropriately included in TS and
to relocate them to a document with
appropriate controls.

d.

The Commission should abandon the
Technical Specification Policy
Statement in favor of more vigorous
enforcement of the current system.

4

None

Many recent studies have identified the
need to define TS and to improve their
quality and that of Bases. To abandon
this improvement effort would result in
inefficient use of resources and in the
loss of an opportunity to make some
safety improvements.

e.

The syntax of the Policy Statement
should be improved.

5

None

The Policy Statement has been reviewed
and revised to improve its clarity and
syntax.
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Comment
7.

Commenter(s)

Commenter(s) with
Opposing View

Staff Response

Miscellaneous Comments (continued)

f.

The NRC should give higher priority
to short-term TS improvements (see
comment 6.d).

6, 9, 11,
12, 15, 16,
17, 20

None

The staff agrees that these TS
improvements should receive high
priority and is giving them that status.

g.

The NRC should give priority to
identifying and initiating the
specific rule changes necessary to
fully implement the Policy Statement
(see comments 2.c and 6.e).

7, 15, 16,
17, 20

None

The staff has concluded that rulemaking
is not necessary to achieve the
objectives of the Policy Statement.

h.

The NRC should issue the necessary
guidance so that owners groups can
effectively accommodate short-term
improvements into the new STS.

6

None

The staff has been developing guidelines
for reviewing amendment requests to
adopt all or portions of the improved
STS for individual plants. These
guidelines have been made public. The
staff will continue to develop
additional guidelines and make these
available to the public.

i.

The NRC must be prepared to cope
with four new STS (consistent format
but different style and
presentation).

7

None

The staff has worked with the owners
groups and the Nuclear Management &
Resources Council (NUMARC) to develop a
"Writers' Guide" which is intended to
standardize the format and style of TS
requirements to the extent practical.
NUMARC has agreed to disseminate these
guidelines to the industry, and they are
reflected in the five sets of improved
STS issued for trial use in
September 1992.
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Comment
7.
J.

Commenter(s)

Commenter(s) with
Opposing View

9, 22, 24

None

Staff Response

Miscellaneous Comments (continued)
The NRC should amend 10 CFR 50.36 to
eliminate the requirements to
include Design Features and
Administrative Controls in TS (some
of the requirements in Sections 5.0
and 6.0 are inconsistent with the
purpose of TS articulated in the
Policy Statement).

The staff does not believe that
Sections 5.0 and 6.0 [of the old STS]
are inconsistent with the purpose of TS.
Design Features and Administrative
Controls sections contain many elements
essential for coping with abnormal
situations or events giving rise to an
immediate threat to the public. On the
other hand, these sections contain some
requirements that do little to aid this
purpose. Total elimination of these
sections, is inappropriate. These
sections were reviewed to make the
content of these sections consistent
with the purpose of TS and the Atomic
Energy Act.

k.

The removal of RETS from TS should
be carefully evaluated for potential
adverse effects on the environment.

13

None

RETS have not been totally removed from
the improved STS. The requirements for
RETS are controlled by a program,
"Radioactive Effluent Controls Program,"
in the Administrative Controls chapter
(5.0) of the improved STS.

1.

The interim Policy Statement should
be re-issued for another (longer)
comment period because a background
document referenced in the original
notice (SECY-86-1O) was not
published with the Policy Statement.

18

None

SECY-86-10 was available to the
commenter. This document was made
public on 01/21/86 when it was discussed
at a Commission meeting with the staff.

- 18
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Comment
7.
m.

Commenter(s) with
Opposing View

Commenter(s)

Miscellaneous Comments (continued)
NRC should clarify the status of

23

None

The Commission will take appropriate
enforcement action to ensure that
licensees comply with 10 CFR 50.59.
Changes made in accordance with the
provisions of other licensee-controlled
documents (e.g., QA plan, Security Plan)
are subject to the specific requirements
for those documents.

plant documents, such as FSARs, to
which current TS would be relocated
before implementing the Policy
Statement.

8.

Staff Response

Commissioner Asselstlne's Additional Views

a.

The commenter generally agreed with
these additional views.

4, 5

8, 9, 10, 11, 14,
16, 19, 21, 24

None

b.

The Commission should not entertain
changes in testing and SIs and AOTs
until maintenance programs are
strengthened.

4, 5

8, 9, 10, 11,
19, 24

16,

Since this comment was made, the NRC and
industry have developed more effective
maintenance programs.

c.

The 10 CFR 50.59 process should be
strengthened before the Policy
Statement is implemented.

5

8, 9, 11, 14, 16,
17, 19, 24

The industry through NUMARC and NSAC now
has a program in place to strengthen the
10 CFR 50.59 process. Since NUMARC
issued guidelines in NSAC-125 in
June 1989, the staff has observed
substantial improvements in the
10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluations. In
addition, the NRC has recently issued
Inspection Procedure 37001 to provide
NRC inspectors with updated guidance for
evaluating utility performance in this
area. The staff believes use of this
inspection guidance will provide
assurance that licensees who convert to
the improved STS have adequate
10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluation programs.

-

19

-

Comment
8.

Commenter(s)

Commenter(s) with
Opposing View

Staff Response

Commissioner Asselstine's Additional Views (continued)

d.

Former TS requirements should not be
made less enforceable. The
Commission should treat failures to
meet FSAR (and other controlled
document) provisions as failures to
comply with TS.

4, 5, 18, 23

8, 9, 10, 11,
16, 24, 25

e.

AC/DC sources (in the DHR mode)
should be covered by TS; therefore,
the commenter questioned the
adequacy of the screening criteria.

5, 18

10, 11, 16, 19

- 20 -

14,

The staff believes that the improvements
in the 10 CFR 50.59 process will result
in better reviews of changes, tests, and
experiments and that better enforcement
of FSAR commitments will result. To
treat failures to meet FSAR provisions
as failures to comply with TS would not
allow licensees to make any changes to
the facility described in the FSAR
without prior Commission approval. The
staff believes this approach would
create an unnecessary and severe
resource burden on licensees and the
staff.
The requirements in the improved STS
include appropriate requirements for
AC/DC power sources based on existing
design basis accident and transient
analyses. The need for normal and
emergency power, as well as other safety
functions, during low-power and shutdown
conditions is being addressed in the
The
Shutdown Risk Study (NUREG-1449).
new generic requirements resulting from
that study will be appropriately
included in the improved STS following
public comment and approval for generic
implementation.
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